
Chapter 1

xxkxxxlc. INTRODUCTION 

"TV is a favway place. When we turn on the TV, we see

what they're doing there."

o runs o e fly E -old's conception of television -- and

most of us have when we sit

so. 
.41.44Pw4010-74

/(7.------

to watch TV. 4 ere
A
seieft3--1.4,-.40. an opacity about TV thatlikeeppusdown

from asking or caring much about why we see what we seq. aad hiau it 

.45Lotame.I It may be the ephemeral

.414.44.41101,0
of the images that flit across the d1lmoie-64-44e.-04+60, or the complexity

of the electronics we know to lurk

*-0
or perhaps just that we havirraria-44m44144.4poloi!m passive/iin our

A

encounters with the TV set.
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technology of television got turned into
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,the amazing new
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the phenomenon it is todaI ark

what

.01.441.40140.1n,
ur concept of the future

.•041/
we lawmtem4e watch tonight401111

akataxtkamodammkaRgaxximxtkaxixtixxxasexa.eeme44444 
A
what may be in store

1-4 cf-
for us in the newA"season71, geereiT-FT144-, This book is about a different

kind of future for televisi
how tim television got CO be T4,

441"1-1114e:4--i-t-ls about/why we see what we see on TV.....tgair
A 

why we can't

.At 4 .444t
see what we can't see omikhow corporate and governmental forces have.11

interacted to shape the character of the ion= American television

industry. It is about the meanint of the First Amendment iippi--a. /41

"44.444a
government regulated **44moo.44-4mt4hoos-44144.and whether the principles

fi

of free expression in a democratic society can survive 
intlk 

he age of

electronic mass communications.. Ultimately and most importantly,
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it is about the choices we Americans have, choices that we rcx can

make or can forego, about tip' shaping the future character of television

or consent ,in to be shaped by it.

)1P
Critics and Specialists 

owsho4g-

Most of the literature about television

*radtettoormt--4,44-11,444mowabout TV programs and personalities in the

tithst '9"1"
current season by TV ctitics in newspapers or magazines(s

A
xxxxxxxxx
wxmcgmxyxtmgkminxtxxxkiglitxxmaxtkm teximulimgy inxixtimxtRadmminimxtx

axpRztxxstxtRtimiximmxty articles 0
by and for

written/for specialists iggcxx irroring the passivity if of the TV

viewer, very little has been written over the three decades of

the life of commercial television about witExR the future of the

medium from a larger perspective .

TV programming and personalities ca be found

almost everywhere, in newspapers newspapersA, magazines, but

seldom in tundot books and never on TV. The common thread -ti type

of wwir4411s is it concern with the content mixtkm and appearance of

the programs the TV industry brings to kt the face of the rid& tube.

TV critics often =thin" question the quality or the appropriateness

op--
of TV programs; they amt.diu.immkpivel.i.olis, analyze the changes in the

tc,rc 

nightly prime-time schedule; esett4-ft4eir-mhtrrniss an as There-4-s--a4etrt

frlaqqazically.-tr.ati.ag ; and they provide behind-the-scenes vignettes

about personalities
•

deci.lons.
A.

and gossip about network progr
A
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riting for general audiences

valedzo.
___Qautatimmilumliwith the two-dimensional world

A
on the face of the OradrArk

A

screen.

)0 The dii9.e.eigA4.E154 literatureiao-televisionA on the other 1and, is

concerned primarily with legal, technical, and economic matters of
-

the television industryA theA behind the f e of th TV screen.

mt740. 4
SinceAtlio. specialized literature is understoodvonly by the

specialists, Ore-kw technology, AAA. law, 414,e advertising economics,

,,A411

and tire industry practices have volved without the perspective or the

influence of

The critical reviews and the specialized literature on vlevision

4.44-404.4"4"*Pri 46'1'4
do from time to time meet and even overlap. But lay laiaiwit so largely

separate, they serve to keep television largely unchanged and to

keep our attention figmott a far more i ortant and more basic
A

drys,
perspectiv : How can the incentives and the rest aints television

opivik"..4ma"
be '  ' accord with

A,
Akr 14t

44441440 
A
becomesa richer, more diverse, and more responsiVe

A 

medium? Does televipion ix have a future, or is it always going to be TV?

What's at Stake? 

Beyond the passivity with which we view TV and accept it as

it is presented to us, we seem to have an ambivalence about its impact

on use inatimItxxirommomxxotkittxmax • •

i-- it remr tiiiJ Lien the most frequent TV viewers feel a mild

disdain ewe* the overall quality of the programming they watch.
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No one seems to feel TV is particularly uplifting fexcept for a

ert Z161.400414100;0"

few tpri4++,-44 shows which we are assured are good for uslittA

neither do many of us get very upset about ito ollo-woppy-a4ett*-i-t—imerchlr-

ifxbixkxxxxlmstmanxiocapamiuttn4

Those who do get upset, however, sometimes get very upset indeed.

Some parents oolit4pa variety of methods to curtail their children's

TV watching, and one of the largest letter-writing campaigns in TV's

history was organized by parents concerned about what was being

offered their children on TV. Ex7
4 41 4 a il 4 .

-14e--vor-y--44 Some people get very upset by A. violence or

sexilift-ac4444.444m-o4own in TV programming and worry that others

(presumably less strong-minded than they ) will be tempted to imitate

tkRximkxxitaxxixxidirmitxxmxixwaxi in real life what they see on TV.

Still others are upset by the appearance of a political bias or slant

ilk they seem to see in TV news coverage and documentaries. Then there

is the concern about the frequency, loudness, and veracity of TV

advertising which leads a fair number of ftenielptel4ry--leatAomp-oti

people to be upset by the impact of metweilm-immere commercial motives

imctkmxamitraxxlm on the content:of TV shows. In spite of their concern,

however, few of these groups seem to get to the point of offering

concrete suggestions for how TV can be changed to correct the problems

they perceive on the face of their screens.

Despite the apathy, the passivity, the ineffectualness the

ambivalence remains. Television does have an impact on our lives that

is at least/ 'Wide if even if we don't know how deep. Television

does raise important issues, and they ought to be taken seriously.



The most immediate and most visible issue raised by televisiond,

414immo-4w;4064. is the social and behavioral impact of TV programming.

74 ..474- /4, ...."84.44PrtiommoulL

wal*-LUSpa431.-4whar.44,
A
TV
A
itueeerme-4.6).04#

A 
turned on

A
in theaverage household

) and Utti-ia41.44.WL children oppr.4.4".0.44041-0%.aibilm•sreir.b!31/4.-- 10isiore ? ;

10..44 7-3/
average

A
4Phours

A
pder day (; ). A commercially successful TV program

in prime-time commands the attention of 20 - 30 million homes, sitelio4d

paremos 15 - 20% of all Americans at any one time. Surely , such a
.4,

medium has a eat impact on our society. But -4t it is hard

15Kfe-A-411 
.

to identify beyond some plausible speculation. Among the social and
A

behavioral laid at least in part to TV are: the northern

support for desegregation in the south as a result of the TV coverage

of racial incidents at Little Rock and elsewhere the

steadily lowering scores of high school students on Scholastic Aptitude

Tests; the increase in crimes of violence; the anti-war movements of

the sixties; xxd the preem'nence of t e presidency in politics; the

-r
substitution ofAisa4Laual-mamikxklaixxx oedvertising boundaries for thdmx

those of cities, states, or congressional districts; and the unquestioned

importance of TV as "babysitter."

Then there is the related set of issues of how TV has affected

politics -- and vice versa. Some of the people concerned about what

seems to be a growth in the preeminence of the presidency in national

politics attribute this in large measure to the ease with which the

President as newsmaker can request and receive simultaneous live

coverage on the three TV networks. Of course, it x is at least as

plausible that the networks cover the President because of his

preeminence that has arisen fax out of other causes such as Wm decades

of Congressional delegation of authority to the President. Moreover,



as many a politician has learned, city, state, and even congressional

district boundaries are growing less important than the regional

advertising boundaries established by the coverage of TV stations.

niorities of

all persuasions complain of the lack of attention TV pays to their

11-Vs
concerns and causes. Intellectuals worry that timrsuperficial

A

coverage of major issues tmliter6-PA-eirkti weakens the truly democratic

nature of our political processes and makes us susceptible to the /

C"'"4°("141.44
rhetoric of demagogues. Others question whether the natural max

tf
preoccupatidof TV news with t.144)-iiimar.0—tait.fibaiworrimep what's wrong41444.-

It
04.31--aie41-4144r,goallasuloaat at the expense of what's right does 't

lead to an and-establishment or tidal liberal bias is TV news. 2

Certainly the flair of TV news for the dramatic leads to a coverage

of short, dramatic political happenings mampecchus rather than

more complicated, serious reflection n the complex policy issues

00)04. 4
4#e-44Alaummemomp4mwmpell surprising to find politicians jockeying

416
forlinews coverage they need to survive politically by emphasizing

what TV newsroom editors and reportersA ir4Ormakimeit-rotbe4sto put

together a lively show. Nor are politicians and broadcasters unaware

that TV is related by theoziernment tkxoxgktkax14112. Behind

the soenes the 4hite Housef t e powerful congressional committes 04444.P4101

'0164,4gt
010, each congressman and senatorAth his local broadcasters see4w awe

A did4
to accommodate one another in rolulation and in news coverage.

Running through the behavioral, social, and political impact

of TV is the issue of wheder television INN* is, or should be, the

mirror of the society or the shaper of it.



ttiftX flEXXXXiXRRIEXxxxiutxxicaxxsact xponnixxakxkickincithintx

Most of the philosophy of journalism reflects a theory of the role

of the press mix as a neutral mirror into which we can look to see

our society as it is. Only in crusading against obvious corruption

or illegality such as in the days of trust-busting and Watergate

has the press seen itself playing an activist role inshaping society.

The theory of the media as mirror, however, is clouded by growth

during the 50's and 60's of a more concentrated national media

establishment in which the gkk three television networks play a

prominent part.

The pervasiveness and the apparent power of Um television

ketmwxks in bothe entertainment and news suggests that television

is both mirror and shaper simultaneously. ((It is of course unremarkable

that one or more media technologies can play a major role in the

shaping of a society. Clearly the pencil has had such a role. But

just as clearly, it serves no useful purpose to analyze somixi

such a medium Lax in terms of initiating social change; it is simply

a vehicle through which the pebple as a whole go about interacting

with one another. It is only when a relatively small number of people --

a few groups afxx or a social class -- gains predominant control of

the medium that the power of the medium as shaper of society becomes

relevant. The control of writing by the church in Europe before

the invention of the printing press is one clear example.)) Moreover,

the concentration of control over TV programming in the hands of the

three TV networks and the FCC makes the question of TV's role as shaper

or mirror a particularly interesting issue. With so few people makin

the decisions about what goes on TV,it there is much more opportunity

for television to be used directly to shape social attitudes and
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political issues than is the case with, say„ magazines where control

is so widely dispersed that little if any power to shape society can

be said to exist. Moreover, the concentration of control over TV

programming and the coincident manageability of controlling the

large majority of TV viewing fare available to and watched by the

publiec invites the creation of a tkitaxy philosophy of how such control

should be exercised -- i.e., what should the public watch? The issue

of TV as shaper of society then becomes not merely a subject of

historical analysis, but more portentous , an issue of how our society

is to be shaped and by whom.

The emergence of such an issue in the future of televiwion

would make it a very important matter for any society to determine,

but it is particularly significant in a democracy. Since the essence

of democracy is Eatfp self-determination, how the members of a society

see themselves and their society is key to all manner of individual

and collective choices they will make about their future. The ways

in which we can communicate with one another and the communications

we have presented to us in our mass communications media affect

intimately how we deal with one another, how we see ourselves

as a people, as a country, and how we see our world. It affects how

we exchange ideas and how we conduct our political processeses.

The openness, neutrality, control, diversity, and flexibility of

our communications media, then, become very important taxtkingtx

determinants of the limits of our own self-determination.
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The issue of TV's role as shaper of society is important to

democracy for another reason. Free speechand free press have

been central to the American concept of democracy and an open

society since the timeof the Revolution. This is in part because

an informed populace and a robust political process depend on

the free, open , and vital exchange of ideas. And it is also due

to the centrality in the American system of imaximxtxx individual

freedom and liberty. Part of the genius of the American revolution

and the American constitution was the iymap recognition that the

avoidance of tyranny required both the dispersal of power among the

institutions of the sockty and the assurance of civil liberties to

Ralducimdimidmatx not just to the public as a whole, but to each

indibidual. Excessibe control over the media of communications, then,
clearly.thwarts this Constitutional scheme and presents us with a majorcnange ln tne.nature or American society.s rapia rise to preeminence as our most pervasive and in

many ways our most relied on communications medium brings all these

heavy issues to bear in any alnalysis of the future role is of

tleevision.

te be the

While the American Constitutional scheme as a whole reflects both the

structural and the civil libertarian aspects , our press institutions

and our legal scholarship have afforded more attention to the civil

liberties of free speech and free press than to the structural

issues. ) One of the important matters to be settled in

television's future is the extenet of the applicability of the First

Amendment's free speech and free press guaranties to the television

medium. Although fully applicable in theory, the Supreme Court has
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been evolving rather erratically a theory of application of the

first Amendment to television thatreflects a substantially different

set of criteria for television than for the prthnt media. Moreover,

television presents major structural questions about the role of

the media in our society and our political processes that have never

been explored extensively.

We may not be able to foresee allthe issues involved in the

two
future of television, but/ nxx things are clear. Television is

a major new kind of mass communications medium that presents us with

important questions about the kind of society we wish for our own

future. And because of the b government's role in regulating TV

and in determining the applicability of the ER First Amendment concepts'

to the television medium, for the first time xi in 200 years, we

Americans are faced with x the need mxpiixikty to decide explicitly

what nature of xtxxtxmitt mass communications media we willk have.

Does lievision Have a Future?

But we are all by now used to such lofty pronouncements about

Vievision, and no matter kw a how persuasive the logic about the significance,

tkitxmmaxixxmitxxim it just seems to stay plzx plain old TV. Indeed,

one of the remarkable things xtautxkinatmxit about television is how

little it has changed since acquiring itemature" format in the eaely

60's. In spite of the writings of the social analysts claiming to see

TV as a contribution to the social and political unrest of the times,
few

TV has remained one of the/solidly predictable and comfortable

institutions left for most Americans.
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Probably the most asked question in America is, "What's on

TV?" Yet we all know deep down that what's on TV is 000 TV.

From the Sunday morning religion through the talk shows, the soaps,

the prime time entertainment, the nightly news, the late movies,

the Saturday cartoons and sports, and the Saturday night

interdenominational prayer, television is dominated by TV.

The nights change, the seasons change, the stars and the political

leaders change, but TV is always there. Rammtimmxxixx

Advertisers try to make it seem perpetually new, feature writer

try to give it life, and critics constantly work to take it seriously.

But the reality is that television hasn't changed materially in 20

years, Rather, it has stagnated for 20 years. Of course, one might

aggue that it has matured, but hardly anyone except a few network

executives would accept such a view. If it hasn't yet matured, it

must have a future; yet it hasn't changed appreciably for two decades

xmdxmmxmmmxiaxtmxxitiyxmlamet and there is no obviuous or compelling

reason to expect much change. Indeed, everything points to more of

the same (no not even more , just the same) in theyears ahead. The

question of television's imxt future seems to be a vacuous one.

Certainly if the future is no more than more of the same, we would

be justified in feeling that our marvelous Rix= electronic

technology had somehow failed us and that those who have argued for

its significance to democracy and society have been making mountains

out of molehills in the traditional academic fashion.
the issue of

But the superficial feeling that/ti television's future is no

more interesting than next week's issue of TV Guide has to be



suspect. It is one thing to be lulled by TV into apathy for an

evening, but another entirely to lulled into apathy about televiion

itself. We need to think carefully and more deeply than we usually

do about television before accepting the stJus quo.

We need to look taRkimg behind the TV screen to ask what makes it

the way it is and to find whether or not some of those reasons can

be changed before we make the pronouncement that TV has no future.

We need to inquire whether it really is in the nature of electrons

to fall into 12 channels,ixemx2xtuxkl ((4; When was the last time

you wondered where channel 1 went?)) about tkluctxx whether the

threeness of the TV networks is a law of technology, economies, ichr

grxxximmxcapitalism, or the gods; about why the mox electrons sound

so good on our stereos but so bad on TV; and why R21xxiwxyx the

diversity of our magazines so exceeds the diversity of our T.

But these are not questions many of us think or talk about.

It is hard to conceive how changes in communications capabilities

and organization might be translated into changes in what is

communicated. When told of a new marvel of communication, the

electric telegraph from Maine to Texas, Henry David Thoreau is

reported to have asked, "But what if people in Maine have nothing to

say to people in Texas?" ((check accuracy and source)) (( 5: This

is, Witting Mr. Thoreau, a philosophical question about the kind

of future we want as well as a short-term practical question reflecting

the human inability to see how new kinds of communication might be used

until after they become integrated ion& into our lives, at which point

they become necessities.)) So today, it is easier to discourse on



how TV programming might be different than to ask how the IdaL

television system might be changed to bring about a different

result in what is programmed. Part of the problem is that we

tend to talk about television in ghetto style, apart from the

perspective of other media and other times. If kilt television has

a future different from its present, it is not to be found from within,
but from without.

Seasons, Decades Centuries 

The time was when the fall season referred to the new fashions

from Paris. Now it is the time when the prime-time TV schedule is

most extensively revised during the year and when the presumably

most exciting new shows are introduced by the three grammaxi TV

networks and on public TV. There was a time in the growth of TV that

each new fall season was awaited as the latest evolution of the

medium, as though the infant technology was year by year moving to

its fulfillment. Now, however, the changes in TV from season to

season are more nearly like the changes in clothing fashions --

the fad (or fashion, if you prefer) of the moment. Fads and fashions,

of course, have their uses both commercially and psychologically,

and the evident faddishness of network television is not a necessary

sign of its debasement. Nor, on the other hand, is it a sign of

vitality and constant improvement.

Any serious analysis of a mass medium of communications must take decades

as its time saale rather than annual seasons. Involved as any

sudcessful mass medium is with society, the time scale for significant

change cannot be so short as a single year or even two or threee.



Yet a major part of the difficulty that most TV critics and reviewers

have is a problem of time perspective -- attempting to find in

the new season's shows or in the few high-budget specials of the

year some signs of television's character and achievement.

More sense can be made by looking over a period of decades, even

though television has been with us at this point only three decades.

On such a time scale, we can see television being modelled after

commercial iona radio broadcasting, acquiring without any aPparent

consideration all the characteristics of advertiser sponsorship,

monopoly control of tkii each channel, and government regulation.

We can see television eclipsing radio, mat mass-circulation general-

interest magazines, and then movies as the most popular form of

entertainment and news about the nation. We can see the decline in

program selector and

the role of the advertiser as/sponsor and the rise of the network

as programmer and advertising salesman. We can see the rise of

TV news and the emergence of p TV as a potent force in political

campaigns as it quickly became the lowest-cost way of reaching

potential voters. We can see the evolution through the first decade

vfxxxbatxmfxtlxxxx of prototypical TV program archetypes such as the

situation comedy, the evening news, the morning talk variety show,

the sports programs complete with instant replays and delays in the

games to match the commercials, the Sunday serious talk show, the

adaptation of the radio soap operas and quiz shows, the Tonight show,

and so forth. And we can see the evolution of a weekly/yearly schedule

followed by all three of the commercial TV networks combining morning,
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afternoon, evening prime-time, and late night programming into a

composite day; combining weekday, Saturday, and Sunday into a

composite week; and weaving in football, basketball, baseball,

season-openings and reruns and re-reruns, and so on into a composite

placx year -- a year that seems to have stopped evolving in the late

50's and early 60's. We can see the evolution of TV as a "literary"

form, at least a form that hasn't shown much sign of changing.

But even the perspective of decades isn't sufficient for judging

the the role of a major new mass medium being absorbed into society

for the fire t time. Consider the history of the printing press and

thgxpaintwaf the evolutionof the role of the printed word.

History usually traces the impact of the printed word to

Gutenburg who first used the movable-type printing press to print

the Bible in 15 . In fact, the advent ofprinting had little impact

on either the structure or the daily life of humanity for two centuries

after Gutenburg. During those two centuries, there were very few

printing presses and paper was expensive. Printing could be used

economically only for the most important and most established books,

and the content of what was printed was controlled strictly by the

church and the state.

The first serious impact of the print as a medium of mass

circulation was in England in the 18th century. The economics of

printing had by then changed to where there were too many printers

printing too much material for the state to monitor and control all

that could be printed. Presses were licensed, and printers were held

accountable by the state for whatever they printed. In bothe kix England

and the colonial United Stated, printed matter only slowly replaced
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the word of mouth as the major xydaimg vehicle for the dissemination

of information. By the time of the American revolution, the printed

word consisted chiefly of books on kitmxkix historical and religious

themes, pamphlets, handbills, and a few weekly newspapers. The

newspapers of the day were not as we now know them, but were largely

the writing of x the personal views of a printer.

Sometime around the beginning of the 20th century, the economics

of printing and distributing newspapers shifted again , manifesting

economies of scale that led to larger and larger papers competing

vigorously against oneanother for readers and advertisers. The

personal view of the owner was imkxixt institutionalized on the

editorial page, and xyxsi syndicated features such as the comics

began to evolve. The 20's and 30's xxy saw the advent of nationally

circulated magazines and the development of the national advertising

markets. Driven by competition from magazines, radio, andthen TV,

the number of newspapers continued to shrink in most major cities so

that today the newspaper is something quite different in content and

in role from what it was in its prime as the major source of

information and advertising for the masses.

Magazines too have undergone major changes ximmxthmix in their

half-century or so of life. Being replaced by television as the major

national advertising medium, the general - Eimemixx interest national

magazines faded and were replaced by an innumerable host of specialized

magazines catering to specialty audiences and specialty advertisers.

This brief history of the printed word as a medium of mass

communication suggests that it is too early to conclude either that

TV has no future or that it will always be as it is. It shows how

technology, economics, and social change have a way of creating

new forms of communication with any mass medium.



Seen in historical perspective, the questions of television's future

are not best answered by looking within the TV industry, but rather

by looking at TV from without to see the social, economic, and

technological forces that are acting on it.

TV's Place in the Scheme of Things 

The Federal Communications Commission xiglax regulates TV

broadcasters as though each TV channel were the only outlet of

mass communications mmmxxxxibuottmxtximamirx information available to

the public. Fairness in covering all sides of controversial issues,

public service, and non-economic programming such as religion and

agriculture are required of each station with no consideration of

what other stations in the area are programming, much less what

other media are available. Yet in spite of the fact that the average

American x1E:mg spends far more of his time in front of the TV set than

he does with any other maas media, there are other media that compete

with TV for audience, advertisers, and that even supply kinds of

entertainment and information that Tv can't or doesn't.

Movies have become a staple in the composite TV programming week,

and in larger cities with 5 or 6 tv stations, some channels specialize

in carrying old movies any time of the day you might want to watch

(that is as im much as they think they can get away with without the

FCC warning them to do more uplifting stuff). Yet motion picture

theatres still tkx*xm find a market for first-release films, special=

audience films, and for those people who like to get out of the house

or to see the big screen instead of the commercial-ridden small screen.



Newspapers provide more local advertising than does TV and provides'

it in a format you can clip out and write on. They also provide

more local news and information about people and events not unusual

or of sufficient general interst to fit the TV format. Magazines

compete with TV for the national and the local advertising market

either by carrying advertising directed a lees-that-general interest
and/or advertising with a high content level. Moreover, magazines provide

audienceshuntxtyxpxnwidiNg news, information, or entertainment

mxxxlmAximixxxx on subjects not suitable for TV's format for a

variety of reasons: Magazines can provide more in-depth information

on a subject; they can be perused at the reader's convenience and even

studied; they can provide a m highly informative mixture of articles

and advertising on a relatively specialized subject such as music,

photography, or home decorating that would not attract either audience

or advertisers to TV in large enough numbers to sustain the mak=

costs or the profits to which the kT TV business has become accustomed.

Even hooks compete with TV either by providing material in depth

or by providing a pleasant way to while away an evening at home.

Radio also competes with TV in several ways. Although most

people gEtxttufix (according to the polls) get most of their news

about the nation and the world from TV, they get their news first

from radio. Radio provides more variety in music than TV, offers

special-formats such as all-news, all-classical music, or all-rock.

It is the premier mddium to provide companionship and noise around

the house (and a reassurance that the world outside is going on pretty

much as usual). ((6: TV according to some studies provides this same

function in homes where it is left on for hours without being watched

much if at all.)) Radio competes with TV for a part of the national

advertising market and with newspapers for certain types of local



advertising.

And even the performing arts compete with television, if only

because TV for the most part ignores them.More people may have

seen Shakespeare's on network TV than ever saw it

on stage, but it is hardly the same with commercials between scenes

and it has no doubt been seen on stage more by those who care and

know enough to appreciate it. kaig Ballet and opera just don't seem

to translate to the screen, be it the movie screen or the TV screen,

and provide a fxix small alternative to TV for an evening's

entertainment. And then there is the variety of local performing

arts largely not-mentioned in the mass nedia that nonetheless provide

an alternative to TV -- the local sports, the high schobl plays, the

little theatre groups, the local symphonies, and so on.

In the field of communications, TV may be preeminent in time

consumed and dollars spent, but it is hardly preeminent in vitality

or diversity. Television is TV, and TV is after all only a broad

but shallow slice of the communications in the country. And that is
because TV's competitive edge is in general-interest national advertising where
xxxxxklaximbmixxVixxx the cost per minute is very high, but the cost per
potential customer is very low.

Another perspective on TV is to view it as the industry that it
reluctantly accept

is. Many TV critics/antxxxxxRxid TV as a business(that "seeks ratings"

and thereby"makes profits,"), but few of us are aware of the industrial

organization and incentives that shape the broadcasters' decisions

about what goes out over the air. And that isn't big some romantic

quasi-Hollywood show-biz kind of business, at least no more if it

ever was.

Today, the TV industry is typical of most American big business,
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organized around a central few large corporations surrounded by a

host of smaller businesses, entrepreneurs, and subsidiary service

agencies. The corporate structure of TV is due more to the

precedents of radio broadcasting and the policies of the 1934

Communications Act than to any inherent nature of the television

medium itself, so to understand TV and how television might be

differently used, we have to understand the corporate structure

of television.

The foundation (but not the center) of the industry is the

individual TV broadcaster who is licensed by the government to operate

his TV transmitter on a particular channel assigned by the government

to cover a particular city and its surrounding area. By law, the
((CI: note on"Monopoly" and monopoly power as used in book)

broadcaster is a monopolist/on that channel -- he is responsible for

and controls everything that is broadcast over his channel. As a

practical matter, he cannot charge the viewers for the programs they

watch (although more about that later), so he generates the revenues

to cover his costs and his profits by selling time to advertisers who

wish to reach the audience he has accumulated to watch his shows.

(Public TV is the exception to this rule and has to be discussed

separately.)

Although a monopolist on his particular channel, the broadcaster

must lttract viewers away from movies, magazines, radio, conversation,

and other TV broadcasters in the same community. To do so, he tries

to put on tkRxmext programming that will attract the most viewers.

But the:kroductionof TV shows is expensive and gets more so as various

gimmicks and famous personalities are employed in an effort compete

for the public's attention. Clarly, more money, talent, and professional

know-how can be devoted to a show if the costs can be spread among

a number of broadcasters in diffferent communities, each showing the

same show. And that is the rationale for the TV networks.
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Since radio broadcasters were the first businessmen to get into

the TV broadcasting business, and since the FCC chose to txRxt establish

television broadcasting as "radio with pictures" in the identical

way it treated radio broadcasting, it was both natural and inevitable

that the radio networks would seek to establish TV networks. by

acquiring licenses for TV channels in fix R major metropolitan areas
(for themost part where they already owned radio stations),
/the companies that owned the radio networks established the base fin

for their TV networks. Programs were produced for their own TV stations

where costs could be spread among the 5 stations which cumulatively kx

had the potential of a very large audienceomixXimxRUymansid Since

pay more to
advertisers were willing to/sponsor a show that reached a large

audience than a small audience, the economics of producing shows

twice favored the TV networksfrom the outset: byxkxxxxing their

stations were in cities with big audiences and they had many stations

among which to spread the costs. From this economic base, the

networks expanded with contracts with other broadcasters to carry

tkifixxximmw the network shows. ((7.: they probably would have expanded

by acquiring more stations if the FCC would have allowed it)) Now the

network pays the local broadcaster to carry the network shows, complete

with advertising, so that it can charge the advertisers more for

reaching a larger audience. The broadcaster who affiliates with
some of

a network earns his revenues in part from selling/his time to the

network and in part by selling time directly to advertisers for

commercials in those shows he produces himself or buys from non-

network sources.

Because they distribute the predominance of TV programs and

commercials nationally, the networks possess a considerable degree of



monopoly power in two respects: over the sale of national television

commercial time and over theproduction of TV programs. The days of

advertisers sponsoring shows fmx with which they were identified and

for which they bore some responsibility are largely gone. Instead,

the networks put together a collection of programs with commercial

breaks and sell the time for the commercials to the advertisers through

advertising agencies that create advertising campaigns and book the

time on behalf of the advertiser. ikexmammxicxxxampRimxxikk

The networks for the most part buy their programs from other

companies, many located in Hollywood, although there aresome

exceptions, such as news, which they produce themselves. While a

program producer may sell his programs directly to individual TV

broadcasters around the country, in practice the only way to get enough

stations together to pay enough to cover the costs of the production

is through thm one of the three networks. Only by getting one

of the networks to buy a show can the show reach enough communities

to become nationally popular. And only the networks can pay the

producer enough for him to justify the risk of developing the show

in the first place. In fact, because the networks are the only
market

practical/maxima for the producer to sell his new shows, they are able

to drive down the price they pay below the producer's costs; and the

producer in turn hopes the exposure on network TV will make his show
enough

popular enough that he can re-sell the show to/individual stations

for reruns at a reduced price that he can make a profit after several

years.

The three networks areclearly at the center of the corporate

organization of the TV industry, and their character is not appreciably
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that of
different from/timexARkweivrxial any large American corporation.

founders
With the individualistic/Maxx and owners no longer in command,

the corporate hierarchy is populated by professional managers whose

principal motivation is annual profit maximization for the simple

reason that that is how their performance is measured for purposes

of compensation and promotion. All the normal corporate behavior

of risk-avoidance, competition-minimizing, bureaucracy-generating,

xmix cost-cutting, and revenue-expanding is to be found in these thre

corporations. All three have become diversified conglomerates,

into many businesses besides TV, from spacecraft manufacture to

amusement parks. And in common with all regualted industries, the

three networks have developed a symbiotic relationship with the

politicians and bureaucrats who regulate them in iftsk the Federal

government.

Understanding something of the corporate d structure of the
business

TV/ixtuxtxy is only half of the understanding needed of TV as an

industry. We also have to understand more clearly than we normally

talk about it the commodity that is produced, bought, and sold by

the ixtms industry. Just as it would be wrong to consider that

Coca-Cola is in the business of selling bottles, so it would be

wrong to consider the television industry to be in the business

of selling enetrtainment or news. The economic reality is that

the TV industry creates audiences which are sold to advertisers.

You and I are not the consumers of the TV industry product, we

are the product.
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Of course, the audiences must be assembled before they can be

sold, and that is done by providing free programming of sufficient

interest to get them watching. The advertiser pays the broadcaster

or the network for time in his broadcast schedule to present his

commercials -- but the advertiser pays ma for the time because of

the audience, and he pays a rate for the time based on its audience.

"Dollars per thousand" is the basic unit price of the TV industry,

not dollars per show or dollars per minute. A "good" TV show is

one which attracts a large audience to a TV channel at a particular

time. By attracting a large audience, the broadcaster's revenues are

increasdd because the advertiser pays "cost per thousand" times thousands

of viewers, so the broadcaster has more money to pay to create atood"

show and more margin for profit. Of course, each show must be good

enough not only to get the viewer to his TV set, but to hold the

viewer's attention against the distraction of the other "good" shows

on other channels. So there is a Ktmady pressure in TV broadcasting

to bid up the costs of those star personalities and expert producers

who have the ability to create entertainment that will attract audience

away from other channels. 4N01.41r45-TmT7-ttp, •

4.Q.-a.t.4r-a44-4.14Q-oxpatat.44-audi-44Go

The scarcity of channels and the fixed amount of time in the

day are also important determinants of the behavior of the TV industry.

Both limit the amountof advertising time that can be sold and therefore
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ma broadcasters can increase revenues only by increasing the

audience viewing each minute. Since minutes are both fixed and fleeting,

unlike newspaper or magazine pages, there is pressure to sell each

advertising minute to advertisers and to attract the largest possible

audience to each program. It is easy to see why broadcasting

executives are so quick to drop a show with low ratings, since

costs are more or less the same for all shows of a typed and since

income is directly proportional to the number of homes watching.

The value Rif of this scarce commodity of the TV industry, time,

is, as we have said, the value of the audience to the advertiser --

and that is about per home per commercial minute. And since all the

revenues come from advertising in the TV industry today, that means we

are constrained to programming in the range of about 5Q per home per

half-hour in cost.

But the broadcasters' income, remember, is ifi 5Q times the number

of homes watching -- and a show not watched is 5Q less profit. Hence

the TV industry executive's imperative: maximize ratings.

The scarcity of television broadcast channels is also responsible

for some of the characteristics of the TV networks. In particular,

each network seeks to reach the largest possible audience with its

programs to maximize its ratings. But that can be done only if the

network has an butlet in all the major cities and most smaller ones as

well -- homes can't be sold if they can't receive your signal. But

only the larger cities have large numbers of TV stations on the

favored VHF mak channels 2 - 13 which give a better picture and

cover a larger number of homes than the UHF channels 14 - 82.

Therefored, tk only the network with a VHF outlet in most American
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communities can hope to get really big audiences for its programs.

In fact, The M FCC has assigned the TV channels around the country

in such a way that only three national networks of VHF outlets are

possible that can reach a substantial majority of the population.

Thus, we have three networks. If we were to create more VHF

channels we would have more networks, because each new network

seeking to increase its ratings would put on attractive programs

and could pay for hhose programs because of its national audience

potential. A network denied such national connections cannot possibly

reach enough homes to generate enough revenue (at the standard 1/2c

per commercial minute per home) to mancRxxtlimanixtxxxfxpregrammiwg

permit it to pay as much for programs as the national networks,

so the talent would be paid to come to the bigger networks and the

smaller network would collapse. ((8: note the argument goes the

other way jtoo; if a network were allowed to program two channels

in each community, we would have only two (or 11/2 neworks) as indeed

was the case in the late 40's when the NBC red and blue nets were split

by government order to form NBC and ABC.))

In contrast with this view of TV mix as an industry, we must

also view TV in the perspective of a government-regulated quasi-

public utility. The legal fact is that the TV industry is highly

regulated by the Federal government by the Congress through the

Federal communications Commission. Under theCommunications Act

passed by the Congress in 1934, the FCC regulated TV broadcasting

(as a variety of matiniock radio broadcastin --"radio with pictures")

so as to further "the public interest, convenience, and necessity."
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The average viewer's psychological perception, among other thingsm,

includes a strong componenet of TV being one of those things the

government'bught to do smething about." In fact, TV as currently

organized has a strong public utility flavor. It is pervasively

"there," NexxxxkxmewxyxakaxgRxxkwatxximm available in the home
and no

whenever we choose to turn it on,/ Maxgalth money changes hands --

. • •

It is gmxxxxRmtn government regulated. There is no opportunity for

new firms to enter the field because of the monopoly character of

channel assignments. It is not surprising that the public from

time to time thinks of TV as a public utility.

Seeing TV in the perspective of other mass communications media,

as an industry having much in common with, but some important

differences fromOther industries; and as a quasi-public utility

helps to Fix clarify some of the reasons amamciaxxx American televisio

has acquired the charactir that it has. But unlike most businesses

and unlike most phenomena of American life, TV in the 70's is

perhaps more a creature of the Federal government than any natural

outfrowth of technological, social, or economic pressures. And to

understand TV, we have to understand how it is structured by the

law and the limitations and the incentives of the Federal regulatory

process.

The Adoption and Rigidification of Public Policy

But TV is not regulated as a public utility, even though it

lax basic structure and certain aspects of its operations are the

result of Federal regulations. We have already mentioned how TV came



to acquire the same structure and many of titxxtkommkxxxmI

the characteristics or idiosyncracies of radio broadcasting, and

how the regulatory concepts devised in the 1927 Radio Act by the

Congress came without any critical examination to govern the TV

industry. This structural constraint is probably the bisggest single

factor accounting for the nature of American tV today, for it not only

acts to determine the place TV holds vis-a-vis other media andthe

economic incentives of these who control the industry, it also

mdcxxingt has created a Federal xagtaxklim regulatory bureauceacy

and a Rinitxxxi body of imixiximat legal precedents that have a great

deal of power and incentive to defend latex and maintain the basic

structure of the TV broadcasting system.

We have had enough experience since World War II with political

and bureaucratic controls over industry to begin to evolve some

understanding of the behdvior of regulated industries andthe

agencies a that regulati them. Although the model for much of this

regulation is the public interest standard adopted for the Interstate

Commerce Commisiion's regulation of railroads in 1898(?) , what has

in fact evolved is symbiotic relationship between the reulated

corporate bureaucracies and the bureaucracy of the regulating agency,

with the public and the Congress having very little control over the

process.

Among the characteristics of such regulated industries, including

banking, railroads, airlines, telephone, and broadcasting are minimal

competition on prices, no opportunity for new firms to enter the market

to offer new services, and acceptance of technological change only
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to the extent that it reinforces current business practices. And

among the characteristics of the regulating agencies are a preference

for mandated service improvements over price reductions, immxtxxmiikkilemi,

responsiveness to ximmixt politically powerful special interest groups

(ranging from vocal minorities to the White House to powerful

RA members of Congress), and minimization of competition in favor

of expanded purview for regulation. The net effect of this

arrangement is the substitution of political processes for market

processes and the discouragementof marketplace competition for the

consumers' interests.

These general tint teddencies are manifest in the television

broadcast industry. Although the FCC lacks the authority to regulate

the rates charged by broadcasters, it levies a number of public

service requirements on broadcasters just like those agencies that

do have the power to regulated rates. Competition is limited by

limiting the size and number of broadcast outlets and by extending

the V the broadest scheme to ludaR CATV (community antenna TV)systems

to limit the number and content of channels. The two most important

aspects of Federal regulatory apparatus for the future of television

are the tendency of the FCC and the courts toward increasing detail

in specifying the nature of the broadcast. service (i.e., the

programming) the broadcasters must offer andthe limitation of

competition in television by extending pout regulation into

the cable TV field and limiting its growth as a source o6 more

consumer choice and more igampAtimAticxxx competition.



The general public's wishes for the government to "do something"

about TV programming is matched only by that of the FCC to "do

something" when faced with a politically significant special interest

group's pitkikimit complaints that broadcasters are ignoring their

special part of thelmblic interest': In a variety of ways, the FCC

has come to regulate manyaspects of the broadcasters program schedule,

.444-4-44e.v.oas-i-tvg-444, of pr-eig-rammeat-etoAxes---emell-fra- -rel4 g444417---a-g-r-4-ekkl-tdarr-47.--

rrzy-iaag---coada-pr-ciszazas—is --o4446-141Q-r-e4--  when-his

eiwsidered for renoual-

and the Congress too has from time to time adopted specific

legislation limiting the broadcasters' programming freedom.

The FCC has specified a number (15 as of 1975) of special

program categories such as agriculture, religion, and children's

programs, which it considers especially important to the public

interest and which it expects the broadcaster to program for a number

of hours weekly. Broadcasters also are required to ascertain the

significant controversial issues in their community and to provide

programming on those issues. Additionally, they are expected to be

"fair" in covering all sides of such issues and must provide

time for any side the FCC deems unfairly slighted. Broadcasters

may take only three hours each evening between 7 and 11 pm from

the TV networks (news programs excepted), They may not advertise

cigarettes, and other advertising practices such as too many

commercials may call for an explanation to the FCC.
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The 1927 Radio Act and the 1934 Communications Act provide the

rationale for this type of programming regulation and also provide

the euforcement mechanism. The rationale is that because the

broadcaster is given a monoply right to use his channel by the

government to use for the public interest, he must be reviewed by

the government to assure that he is in fact programming to meet

the public interest. The enforcement mechanism is the requirement

In the law that the FCC affirmatively determine every three years that

the "public interest, convenience, and nectssity" would be served in

renewing the license. Now as we know, the broadcaster makes

considerable profit from his broadcasting,ra—daf.--x

and that profit is larger than it otherwise would be because the

government limits the competition by limiting the channels. The

broadcaster, not wanting to forego these profits, naturally wants to

keep his license longer than the three years the law allows. He must

therefore be sure to satisfy the FCC's judgments about how wet1 his

programming meets the public interest standard in order to be sure

that his license will be renewed every three years.
FCC's

The/power in this scheme is not that it takes away licenses, but

rather that it knows that every sane broadcast executive will seek

to provide whatever programming the FCC requires so as not to lose

the license upon which his continuing profitalble business depends.

There have been appeals to the courts from time to time by broadcasters

who diagreed with particular FCC rulings, but the courts have more

often than not upheld the legality of such FCC programming criteria,

and the broadcaster ultimately must provide the programmin the

government requires or be put out of business.



Asided from the questions about the effectiveness of the

regulatory process, Ida/ whether the process serves the consumer

or the industry being regulated, and whether paiitilmt determination

of prthces and services through political processes rather thin market

processes is wise, there is another isuue unique to the tegulation of

broadcasting. That is the issue of government control of a mass

medium of communication. The Constitution provides that "Congress

shall make no law ... abridgiog the freedom of tilexpxusx speech, or

of the press." Clearly, broadcasting is protected under the freedom

of the press, for the journalistic function cannot be defined in

terms of those who use ink but not electrons, and even the Congrees

cannot supersede the Constitution with theCommunications Act, even

if that were there intent. The Supreem Court, in upholding the

legality of the FCC's general trend in regulating broadcasters'

programming, has apparently been as confused as most of the rest of

us in reconciling the Constitution with the provisions of the Communications

Act. As a result, the FCC and the Court have over the years evolved

a rather elaborate and confused litany professing the full application

of the First Amendment to broadcasting, eschewing censorship, and

steadily increasing the FCC controls over pxx what the booadcaster

may and may not program under various gomadimmt conditions.

Aside from the narrow issue of legality, there is ther broader

question of the wisdom of allowing so much government control over

what we may see and hear on an important and pervasive new mediurp.

At some point, the Court or the Congress is going to have to deal with

this growing inconsistency between the practice of TV regulation and

the American concept of a firm separation between the media and the



state/ Without question, the First Amendment to the Consititution

was adopted at a time when different conceptions of the press prevailed

than is the case today -- and it was written by men who could not

have foreseen either the structure ef or the technology of the mass

media of America 200 years later. While we cannot avoid re-interpreting

the First Amendment, as we do indeed with the whole constitution,

to fit changed times and changed circumstances, we cannot avoid

either the question of how much theConstitution is to be bent as

opposed to the circumstances and the technology.
electronic

This is especially true with something like/communications

of which TV is only a part, where the essential structure of the

industry has been and continues to be shaped by state action. Some

will see such state action as reason(or excuse) to treat broadcasting

as a basically governmental activity, turning the First Amendment

on its head to apply the restrictions of the amendment to the

broadcaster rather than the freedoms which apply to the public.

Others will see the need to shape the state action in such a way that

the strain on the freedoms of the Constitution are minimized so that

television may develop with all the essential freedoms of the print

media.

However we twati decide, we hopefully will decide such important

issues deliberately and with as much wisdom and foresight we can muster.

Unfortunately, the FCC, the Congress, and the Courts have not made

any serious efforts to address such matters, and we and the televisiom

industry are drifting along in the direction of more governmant

control under the presumptions of an outmoded regulatory structure.

Wine public policy in America in the 70's is generally confused

and without coherent philospphy or direction, it is nowhere worse
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tkxxximxtmuutExstin than in television. Indeed, there has been

no serious examination of public policy in this country toward

television.

Even more important than the more immediate problems of how the

FCC is regulating broadcast television service, there is the question

of how newer ttm tele ision technologies will develop. At about the

time that television broadcasting was beginning as a commercial

service, the transistor was invented. In the three decades since,

electronic solid state technology has grown explosively, making

possible a whole host of/iflixiiiggimiiimilkaaintiam computers

to spaceflight to stereo casettes to pocket calculators to automatic

cameras. But looking at television's development over the same

period, about the only examples of the electronic explosion are

color,KRA instant-on TV sets, and instant-replays.

The absence of significant innovation in television is not due

to some unique exception of television from other electronic

tRia technology. It is due to the constraints of the FCC and the

monopoly gkxxxxtmxx power of the TV broadcasters and the TV networks

and other broadcasters. The techology itself has evolved truly

major alternatives to the mkkxxx character and limitations of

today's system of broadcast TV; the question is whether such

potential alternatives will be allowed to test themselves for

consumer interest in the marketplace or will be forbidden politically

because they do not fit the 1934 scheme and theincentives of the

broadcast industry and the regulators in government.

Among the possibilities of the new technologies are: Unlimited

channels coming into the home so that there will be no arbitrary

restrictions on the volume of material that can be made available

for the consumer to choose from; this is made possible by advances



in coaxial cable (cable TV), microwave and satellite transmission,

and computer switching technologies to keep it all sorted out.

Low-cost, widely available video-recording equipment making it

possible through recorders located in the home, or in the cable system,

for individuals to watch selected programs or movies at almost

any time they wish to do so rather than being forced to watch at

the only ltime it is available as is now the case. Data transmission

and display techniques that make the storage and processing

capabilities of the largest computers available via video links

so that calculation, library reference, and catalog sales information

can be called up from the home and displayed on the TV screen.

Simple electronic accounting and billing techniques that permit

consumers to buy programs, movies, sports, information, or computer

services over their cable system with the same ease that long-distance

calls or magazine subscriptions are placed and paid for. Higher

quality pictures and stereo quality sound for special artistic events,

musical wimax performances, and larger mum wall screens.

The time-scale and the terms and conditions of the introduction

of such new technologies and their associated services lies completely

in the hands of the Federal government,xtuticikg. Unlike most

industries and unlike most of gmerican iix history, the television

industry and the electronics industries have no strong incentives

to develop the potential of these new areas of television servicdi,

Broadcasters don't need the added competition, and other businesses

would be foolish to spend the sums necessary to develop such services

in the face of FCC prohibitions on new technologies. For its

part, the FCC has perfected the catch-22 technique of all time in

communications: No new services may be offered until it can be
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shown that existing services will not be hurt by the competition and

that the public needs such a new service; but any new service is worth

having only if the public prefers it to the older service and shifts

its business, thereby "hurting" the older service, and of course the

public cannot know if it needs or wants a new service until it has

been offered to them so tktx that they can assess it and its cost.

In effect, we have a strong barrier, if not an outright ban, for the

the introduction of new television services on any significan scale.

Getting Ahold of Ourselves

In spite of the stagnation of TV and our individual and public

apathy about it, the future of -Mat television in Amerion is out of

control. The character of the American mass communications is in

doubt as a private sector function separate from and coequal with

government. The principle of the First Amendment that government

may not, even for the best of causes,

control what

we communicate among one another and what we are allowed to see and hear,

is being eroded in television as the First Amendment is increasingly

bent to fit the corporate and bureaucratic and political impentives
set in place by

haf the Communications Act. The feedom of the minx= citizen as consumer

to choose freely from a range of services and products is being

eroded by the regulatory philosophy that the status quo must be

protected -- ironically in the name of the "public" interest.
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Worse, the Congress and the Courts are by default letting this

situation fester, midin building the precedent of the status quo

stronger and stronger and eroding our chances for change.

We are past the day when radio and TV broadcasting can be

teeated as some clever but inconsequential novelty, past the day

when it can be argued (as it was in the Senate dabate oVer the

1927 Radio Act which later was incorporated into television regulation)

that it is ridiculous to speak of broadcasting having

any First Amendment protections. Our mass communications media are

steadily becoming electronic, just as the telephone has done to our

private communications. And we must deal seriously with the structuring

of these communications so as to advance the concept of the kind of

society we seek to be.

WE Public communications in a democracy are key to determining

the character of a society, t and we must decide wheter the control

of those communications is to be in the government's hands, a few

corporate hands, or in all our hands. We can decide by gialfxmitx

tklexdxfxmtlx apathy-induced default or we can assess the alternatives

for our own future and choose through debate and decision. We can

choose to be shaped by an electronic communications structure we

never considered or we can shape that structure to further our higher

purposes. But we can hope to turn television's future in our directions

only if we understand better than we do now what the future possibilities

are and where we have the opportunity to shape thefuture

The rest of this book is devoted to that end.
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Conceivably the FCC could change its interpretation of the

public interest standard to require a licensees not tb discriminate
advertising

in the sale of broadcast/time as to the subject matter of the

messages presented in the time sold. See quote from CBS v. DNC 

in footnote above.)) But to do so would be a major policy change

uncharacteristic of the Commission, and it would raise questions about

its consistency with the Congressional rejection of common carrier

status in broadcasting. itxixximeximliticinxixt Moreover, Congress

has acquiesed in the current regulatory scheme; and while it is likely

that the Congress did not foresee the extensive sale of timx commercial

advertising time when the 1927 and 1934 Acts were passed, so major a

change more properly ought f to come from the Congress.

Substantive issues butimx involved in the rmnximaimmxixtkat

iimnamesximxrimmixmd sale of advertising time include: 1) definition

of advertising time; 2) the nature of the requirement on the broadcaster;
scheduling; 5) and 6)

3) prices; 4)/interaction with the Fairness Doctrine;/11 social and

political effects.

The easiest definition of advertising time is that time the

broadcaster designates in his schedule as being for sale. This could

vary among days of the week, time periods, sr and individual programs.

Thus, broadcasters could schedule programs with appropriate breakd

for advertising just as they do now and offer up for sale whatever

blocks of time withing those programs they thought best. There would

be not infringement on the broadaEt program schedule in such an arrangement.

The broadcaster could choose to make time available for sale in 30-second,

1-minute, or even 30 minute blocks. He could presumably vary this
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allotment from time to time, including from season to season or

even week to week, to reflect the demand or the needs of his schedule

Thus we might expect 5-minute sales to be limited to pre-election

campaign time and 30-minute sales limited to Sunday mornings (if at

all). Some broadcasters might choose to limit time sales to shorter

periods such as 1-minute in order to retain tight control over their

schedule, while others might allow more flexibility. ((An important

definitional question is whether the time the broadcaster Netaxx uses

to promote his own programs should be considered advertising time

that he uses For his own advertising purposes. There seems to be no

reason to do so, but this should be made clear in any legislative

proposal.))

Any difinition other than the above would require a measure of

FCC oversight to administer. For example, any effort to require

the bvoadcaster to allot a measure of program time for sale or to

establish some "reasonable" amount of time in blocks longer than

1-minute would lead inevitably to FCC standards for definitions of

"program" time vs. advertising time and to the amount of longer

time blocks that would be in the public interest. Also, it would almost

certainly lead to some form of price regulation since a broadcaster

could price his program time or longer advertising time blocks at

higher rates to discuourage its use -- presumably cotrary to the

FCC's standards of reasonableness.-.121410P-1-i-rmil-ef-:-0effs.1.40,r444.014.44‘144.4,--

-opinitin in CL v. DNC when h€ro Wkix While such a system

surely could be made to work, it would also tend to lead to some
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pressure for the FCC to take account of the types of uses for which the

time was sought. Thus an argument could be made that lumgxmamixgxx

religious messages required more timgx uninterrupted time to

achieve their purpose so that broadcasters matt should be required to

offer religious groups a certain amount of longer time periods.

While leaving the definition of advertising time to be sold

to the discretion of the broadcaster may tend to favor those with

short messages and may have some effect on the way in which issues

arediscussed on television, the alternative seems worse. However,

it is not clear that all or even most broadcasters would so limit

the time they were willing to sell, especially if they retained

some discretion over the scheduling of messages and time periods.

Some broadcasters now for example sell time on Sunday mornings to

religious organizations in half-hour and hour blocks and probably

make more money that way in that time period than they could if

they had to buy or produce their own programming and then sell

individual spots for commercials. Similarly, it might be good

programming practice to schedule a half-hour show sometime during the

week consistieng of five to ten minute editorial messages for which

they time was purchased.

The nature of the requirement placed on the broadcaster is

probably the most important and critical consideration in creating

a statutory right of access. It could be accomplished in several ways,

some better than others. Probably the simplest approach would be to

require that the broadcaster not discriminate in the sale of time

among prospective users. This would require the broadcaster to sell

la I.
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each advertising time period to whomever was prepared to pay his

asking price. He would not be allowed to refuse any time period

to any advertiser, at least on the basis of the advertiser's message.

The simplicity of this approach, which could be achieved by a simple

amendment to the Communications Act, ((Such an amendment could

xmaxtx read: "No licensee shall discriminate man among prospective

purchasers of such time as the licensee shall decide to make available

for sale on his station laxxgrammitxxmixxxim based apon the nature

of the, message to be presented in such time period, nor upon the

race, creed, or religion of the prospective purchaser; xr except

however that the in= licensee may refuse to carry any message he

deems unlawful under Section of this Act, pending k a determination

of such lawfulness by the Federal Communications Commission."))

however, xxixxxxxiamm must be balanced by tim other considerations.

One problem is obscenity and tastefulness; another is scheduling; for

witxxxsickmxxiloaremmta compatibility with adjacent programming and

advertising material.

The problem of obscenity seems rather easily solved. So long

as broadcasting comes directly into the home without any provisions

for the set owner to exclude certain prog channels or program sources

as can be done with the mails and with cable tlevision, FCC oversight

of obscenity seems inevitable. Thus a provision requiring the

licensee to screen mdmiertixing material =hi supplied for use in paid

time for obscenity and pornography that would violate the Communications

Act seems in order. ((See above footnote for one possible way of

enacting such a requirement.)) Alternatively, the licensee could be
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exempted foom all responsibility for the material he transmits during

paid time and the FCC or the Justice Department could be responsible

for prosecution of the persons who bought the time and used it to

present obscene material. While this latter approach avoids the

.11,04Z4a—t)
problem of prior Goftco,r9411141a, it seems to do so at too high a cost

in confusion and cumbersome enforcement mechanisms. Certainly

broadcast television at least that which is not paid for by the

viewer)) is a very public forum, and it is quite appropriate to

establish procedures that will protect the majority from unwanted

intrusions into the privacy of their homes in such matters. ((This

is especially true since their are a variety of other media and

distribution mechanisms for making obscene or pornographic material

available to those who want it -- e.g., film, video tapes, mail, and

movie houses. The same point, of course can be made of editorial

messages; but the system of free expression in a democracy requires

maximum opportunity for the expression and dissemination of points

and .
of view on important politicali socialpumiximmumie topics and does

not necessarily require the same promotion or protection of obscene

materials, nor are the risks of allowing the government or a few

a priori
large corporations to gemittElt setaimits on what constitutes an

unacceptable invasion of the viewer's privacy so great in the area of

obscenity as in other areas4 Mwmeaxxxyxtkixxpmixt The viewer, of

course retains the power to shut off the set, but that power can

re
be exercised practiaally only when thee is some prior indication

of the nature of the upcoming material. ((As for example with a

magazine known to publish nude photographs or a subscription TV channel
occasionally

known for its its/risque material.) This point is elaborated in

a broader context in the discussions of scheduling and social impact.))
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The problem of unwanted obscene television programming will fade

away if cable television policies are structured around a common carrier

model with appropriate privacy safeguards rewembling today's postal

privacy laws.((See the report of the Cabinet Committee on Cable

Communications, supra. note .)) Certainly, however the problem

is handled for broadcast ti television, unwanated obscene programming

can be separated from the question of access for other topics.

Another, quite different, type of access requirement that could

be placed on the broadcaster is that which would be entailed in the

(overthrown) decision of the DC Court of Appeals in tftxxxxit

BEM v. Riaxiix FCC ((450 F 2d 642 (1971).)) The Court ximilixt

in that case determined that broadcasters should be required only to

accept "someR editorial advertising.; iixidfixkx2dxfitW with the
emphasis in original.

FCC to establish "reasonable regulations" ((450 F 2d 121 663, 664,))

regarding scheduling and amounts of time that may be sold to any one

person or group. The Court left open the possibility that the

Fairness Doctrine might require free time to be given to ;moult balance

points of view expressed in paid advertising time, but felet that the

Commission could make necessary adjustments, presumably to the Doctrine

or to the rules for access, to overcome such difficulties.

The considerations involved in such rm "reasonable regulation"

would appear to be similar to those that have come into play in

the evolution of the Fairness Doctrine. It migkinciam would be possible,

for example, for the FCC to review at license renewal time or upon

complaint how many minutes per week each lila= licensee sold for

editorial advertising. It might apply the Fairness Doctrine to the

totality of the licensees programming including the paid editorial
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advertising, or might apply the Fairness Doctrine separately to the

editorial advertising time to provide "access" to groups other than the

stztimmx licensee and those who have bought time. Standards would be

evolved for the acceptable number of minutes in prime time and other

time the licensee allots to editorial advertising. ((There is alsways

the pmxxikti possibility that the damand for advertising time for

editorial messages would be quite low, say lower than the initial

standards set ficxxxit by the Commission; and it might bary considerably

from mxxk community to community and with the intensity of the

broadcaster's marketing efforts. It is not excessively cynical to

observe that this could lead the FCC and perhaps the Court of Appeals

to require preferential advertising rates or free time to assure that

the right to buy time was effectively exercised since it is

the viewer's right to see and hear that is paramount, kiln his interest

in open and robust debate require that once adcess is allowed it may

not be frustrated by unreasonably low use of the aceess right by
paid or

indivtduals.)) Complaints that/free time to balance paid time was
scheduled

gip/in less desirable time periods,tm thereby reaching lower or

different audiences, would be adjudicated and establish prededents

for k administration of the limited access right by the broadcasters.

Should demand for the editorial advertising time at existing advertising

rates exceed the "reasonable" quota set by the licensee, the FCC

could require expansion of the time available or could require rules

limiting the tight to buy such time to once per year per individual

or group or could sanction some first-come, first-served rule or a random

selection from competing applicants for the limited time. ((Such a

hypothetical discussion could go on at great lengths. Anyone who

thinks it fanciful should look at the original expression of the
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Fairness Doctrine and compare the confusion of rules,tinct rulings,

and precedents that have characterized the enforcement and administration

of the Doctrine.))

While such a system of limited access subject to reasonable

regulation by the FCC could be made to work, it is quite vulnerable

to the criticism made by the Supreme Courtx inrejecting such an approach.

Although the Court merely refused to accept the lower Court's

interpretation that the Constitution demanded such a right of access,

the Court criticized the concept of limited Commission-regulated

access on two grounds. ((See CBS v. DNC, 27 RR 2d at ± 924 - 930.))

1
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1. Introduction

A. Lack of much good future-oriented discussion of TV

B. The importance of the issues

1. Social and behavioral impact

1. Mirror and shaper of society; the conflict
TV and politics

4. Ultimate importance of communications in democracy

C. The 20-year stagnation of TV -- does it hNe a future?

The sterility and rigidity of public policy

1. The problem of regulation

2. The communications regulations process and TV0041-1;

3. The dilemma of electronic innovation & TV stagnation

Time perspective problems: seasons, decades, centuries

Historical perspective

1. The mass media (printing presses in UK, US; pamphlets and

village green, etc.; newspapers; magazines; radio)

TV in
A
perspective

1. TV & other media

2. TV as an industry

3. Scarcity and time

4. TV as utility under public interest regulation

ce TV
mpre sionisi ru

. We aren't in control, but we need to get hold of the situation,

and that's what this book is all about
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2. How Television Got to Be TV

A. The invention of television

1. garly Technology ff27

2. Radio with pictures

B. Radio broadcasting as precedent •
i •

1. The nature of broadcasting/and evolution of the industry

11>
2. The Radio and Communications Act

3. Perceptions:

a. Assumptions of technology and the "press"

b. issues and debate

c. Routes not taken; what was and wasn't decided

C. The beginnings of the industry

1. First commercial founckimRxxxrut efforts & regulatory attitudes

2. Evolution of industry and regulation in the50's

XXXXXXIMAXLKUMXXXXV

D. Television becomes TV

1. TV in the 60's and 70's

2. Impact on society, economy and other media
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3. Evolution of regulation in the60's and7O's6444;74......4_,AtR40

E. The growth of our perceptions of TV (critics, commentators, polls,

and politicians)

F. TV as a form
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3. Why TV Is Wh;,! It Is Today

A. What is TV?

as fttrrn-

A/144r 2. TV as imilmincy medium

3. TV as industry

4. TV as public utility

txxitunckmxximsxmkxximkimmi

B. Constraints

1. The fewness of stations

2. The nature of the commodity of time

3. Vertical integration and responsibility

4. The advertising base and lack of workable pay mechanism/precedent

C. The economics of television

1. Advertisingand audiences: what is bought and sold?

2. Networking and localism

3. Ratings and competition: local/national; other stations/other media

D. The programming process and incentives

1. What is bought and sold

2. Front office v. talent

3. Competition v. vying and the lack of new entry possibilities

tx 4. Outside influences: critics, regulators, politicians

E. TV journalism and the political process

1. Journalism on TV

2. Politics and TV

G. The symbiosis of Washington and New York (regulator and regulated)



4. Two __Exceptions: '‘Pul)lic TV and CATV

A. Public TV and CATV as exceptions to the scheme

ix 1. Scarcity and geographical coverage of allocations & economics

2. Economics

B. Public Television

1. Original reservatlions for educational non-commertial use

2. History of educational television

3. Carnegie CommisiOn report and CPB

4. Funding issues

5. Conflicts in public TV and its role

a. Audience

b. Answerability and control

c. Federal funding and role of CPB, NEA, HEW

d. Governmental programming & control

C. CATV

1. Rixklaxima Growth of taxitkit CATV and translators

2. Distant signal issues

3. Pay and copyright

4. Regulation as adjunct to broadcagting

5. Program origination

6. Regulatory issues and uncertainty

D. Implications

1. As with radio and commercial TV , we have a problem perceiving

what ultimate character and role of these institutions is,

as opposed to minutiae of the moment

2. Clear that neither public TV or CATV(qua distaht signals0

can serve as vehicle for significant change in television
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5. The Box thn Tube Is In

A. The Issues

1. Homogeneity, diversity, quality, etc.

2. Access, fairness, equal time, etc.

3. Public service requirements and favored programming

4. License renewal -- who decides? 4W-7
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S. Public TV -- government funding0-control; Eirfata

6. Cable -- adjunct anew medium?

7. Is it press under the First Amendment?

B. Structural incentives 06-public policy goals
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D. The rigidity and sterility of km regulated media

1. Locking out/cOhnologies and services

2. Inability to restructure

3. If you don't have it, how do you know you need it?
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ct and the First Amendment
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6. Now Kinds of Television for Tomorrow

A. Why and how we should look at ntw technologies

1. May complicate or ease our policy dilemma & perceptions

2. Look at transmission separately from production/selection

, 1
B. New transmission tecnologies 1

4 ,

I. 
• I

,)

I. Cable, fiber optics, lasers, satellites, etc.

2. Wholesaleing v. local distribution

3. Channel scarcity exchanged for RRRRIZMiKKX1i1XXIMalt ab
undance

4. Economies of scale in new and old technologies

5. Access, responsibility and control in channel abunda
nce

New
C./rrogramming technologies

1. Cameras, studios, etc.

2. Distributed transmit & record capability

3. Uplink technology and TV set design

4. Information services

5. Billing mechanisms

D. What it means for programming

1. We can buy what we want

2. Flexibility in time of watching

3. Choosing to watch programs rather than to watch TV

4. Flexibility of economics: specialty advertising and pay

.)

5. Changed viewer habits 7
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E. The problem of incentives

1. The critical mass problem and economic incentives

2. If it can't be offered you can't know you want it

3. The cable operators role as monopolist & incentives for innovation

F. The inadequacy of broadcasting as a precedent for the new kinds of telev
ision



U. Perspective: The Bigger Issues In the Future of Television

A. Axtima A time to reexamine premises and perceptions

1. Contrast possibilities of Chap. 6 with box of Chap. 5

2. Forcing cable into the broadcast TV model; it will fit, but is it wise?

3. Bureaucratic drift of FCC program regulation
'1

4. Sooner or later the Court will have to decide--)' 
,
//,

5. We should decide clearly & openly rather than relying on the

FCC and the Court deciding narrowly if the FCC can act

B. The 3 big directions for the future (including discussion of each)

-/1, Continued muddling under the '34 AcE ,

/-
-)2. Public interest regulation of broadcaster & cable operatbr as

public trustee

3. Common carrier transmission and programming competition

CIT-tirm-firtiersivelkiiiftfasz-4askia-inetus-try---

c:. 40a The public stake, the varying industry stakes, in transmission

and programming

. Vertical integration: can Big Media be a Free Press?

D. Access: free speech v. free press

E. Mirror or shaper of society? Power and danger of concentration of control

F. The momentum of the current scheme
iN • ) >,7(

G. The choice is clear, but can we strurnire
1
realistic competition

to avoid monopoly and government control?
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8. The Wa) Out

A. The impossibility of getting outf o the ox without "cable"

B. The print media as model and the need for EaRdiciamxicxdimapiR

conceptual discipline (aimed at Court and Congress)

C. The cable policy

1. Long-term goals

2. Transition period

D. The future of TV broadcasting

1. Need to work from where we are

2. Access v. fairness

3. Program regulatOn and license renewal criteria

4. Networks and competition

E. Television in the future

1. Cable and broadcasting as businesses

2. Video as a business (programming)

3. The consumer and the media business

4. The politician and the media

5. What would be produced and/or watched? what will it be like?

F. How do we decide if it's what we want?

1. Are we willing to forego individual freedom for bigger public goals?

doulpis 0-de.oe-
2. Is the public interestosomething to be explicitly determined

and enforced, or something to evolve within the society?

" anyway; 4.9kw.ca-fffren_t_71-icom a "public"
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CCESS TO TELEVISION

Clay 11. Whitehead

fr

INTRODUCTION
* 

.••••••

The idea of asimmismai- access toAwhe4.4.s. easily our most

doom
accessible,andimummiimm if not totally unavoidable medium

•••••

of communications
A 
may seem redundant.Q46-tzlvial at firs* 41,ich,

But it is in fact a difficult, complex, and intriguing subject.

Consider first the viewer's access to television -- the access to see

and hear. On one level there is no problem to speak of; 977. of

American households have one or more TV sets (almost half have more

than one). Some people perhaps can't "'Unwind afford to buy even a

used mootikeaRieme TV set; but more than likely, those three per cent

who don't have a TV for the most part don't want one. Once the

purchase of the TV set is made, TV is essentially free. The electricity

cost is minor, probably less than the cost of lighting the room to

read. The extra cost of products purchased attributable to TV

advertising is more substantial -- perhaps 4W$5 per month per

household -- but that gets paid whether you watch.ewrolor not. So

access to see and hear TV has very, very few barriers. Indeed,

it is xxgot safe to say that more emotional energy is devoted in

the United States to how to avoid
A rather than how to get to Via LY:

INammim-

On the other hand, there is the question of access to see and

hear what? Here we get to the topic of most debate and criticesm of

television in America. Why are the shows of the three commercial

networks so similar; why is there s4iittie choice in prime time?
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Why is themso much violence? Why is the quality of TVAsetNetatre4nmeitt

so low? Why are there so many commercials? Why did they cancel

a popular series? Why is the news so superficial? Why did they

pre-empt a popular show for a news documentary? Why do all three
sports

networks have/immaimak on Saturday afternoons? There are some
A

interesting and important issues ix in this aspect of the viewer's

access to TV.

Then there is the question of access to TV to show and tell.

Surely what viewe/Vhave access to see and hear depends on who kat

has access to show and tell.It is this aspect of television access

that is the subject of this paper.

TELEVISION IS DIFFERENT

Most people never think about getting in front of the TV

cameras to convey some message or to put on their own TV show.

No doubt many youngsters daydream of becoming illENSWIMOK star

personalities $ on tv entertainment or news, *or just as in earlier
radio.

days they dreamed ofIlmovies, theater, orhismdmiliam.- But even though

1,44441-414.4-4-
mostjidon't think of going oniMemearbipmadep-tito, take it more or less

for granted that what does go on fl/ is somehow reflective of the talents

and knowledge of people around the country who do feel they have

something to fam‘-em that others of us would like to see and sit hear.

Yet there are reasons why that implicit assumption is not true

falai for tv. The reason cited in most legal and economic texts is

simply that there are not enough channels for everyone who wants to

start up there own 1$estation the way newspapers or magazined or

community theater groups can be started. And that is a true enough



reason. The government has set aside a certain rale of frequencies

foriV broadcasting, represented by channels 2-84, 
anf 

ecides how

many almxtimx stations can broadcast on what channels in any given

gPC)community. More channels could be assigned for tv broadcasting,-

but there there are strong competing a41494 for those frequencies 400pilit

uimm4-laitifotory..01441-80a0emmiervii for two-way radio, mobile telephones,

microwave relays, satellite communications, navigation, etc. Each

TV channel takes up thensp ce of about 2000 voice channels and covers

a very large
A 

tea wlthin which each voice channel might be used

several times over, so that mom the 11 reassignment of imimmammr

frequencies to create even a few new IV channelswmmtitxklont (say

channels 85-99) would require* massive dislocations of radio

14.
communications.ftwantkErxxWkitxxiir )) While it arms possible with

new technology 4.e-4retterant-rerehretibe to allow broadcasting

on some of the channels now empty in many communities without

creating interference with existing stations, the limitations of

frequencies and interference remain so tight that the number of

allowable tv broadcastummimma stations will emain relatively low.

The FCC's table ofA
assignmentvismilwha channels can be used in

what communities was drawn up in 1952. Recent studies suggest tkixt

that as many as 100 new stations might be authorized around the country

inggnnels 2 - 13. "See " , U.S. Office of Telecommunications

Policy, May, 197444ftwommis Similar expansions in UHF 'Ulan=

channels, 14 - 84, are also possibbe. Moreover, if the power and .40.1(44044'

equipment requirements placed on UHF TV broadcasting were reduced,

even more channels ximxxxx would be possible.))

Another reason why not everyone with something to show and tell

can get access to television has to do mitickxickm with the structure

wide c„..t,04.4 1-1/
of the TV industry.

A./J(4,w', Ad, c-dv.t AveLe 4-e-4-e-4A
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144=l141::4i might be able to finance the production of a single Its
A 

61)
program or a sintinctxxspinxixmitin few Ow spots. ((A spot

is a Wit video production lasting typically 30 seconds or one

minute. A program typically bums is produced in multiples of

1/2 hour with time out for spots, which of course are usually commercials

or adverti te for upcoming programs. Five and fifteen minute

productions are occasionally used, 

am 

es cially during political

0) -7r4wmPu"" 1-
campaigns.)) But under current law 5 The Communications Act of

G1/14-1
1934)) the broadcaster who receives the eevermterreat.licenseoto

broadcast on a particular channel in a community giessetimemoidamse-

has complete discr ion as to what programs kiimpx and spots he puts

on his station. The FCC in making its license renewal decisions

every three years has evolved a considerable and complex body of

requirements for the broadcaster's overall programming as a test_

of whether he has met the statutory "public interest, convenience,

and necessity" test for renewal of his license to broadcast. Some

of these FCC - imposed requirements do require the broadcaster to pm,

provide access to his station in certain circumstances, such as the

Fairness Doctrine to be discussed later. Also, the Congress has

imposed requirements that the broadcaster must sell time to all

political candidates or give them free time on an equal-time basis.))

Thus, law would-be producers of gps television programs or short spot

messages must first have the approval of tit' a broadcast licensee

in order to get isk on the air to have access to the Emmmuxitiltxxx

aaawaw9441614r1rif ,oets and in order for the viewers in the community
A

to have the choice of whether to watch or wwitch to another program.
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As a.gmimwire practical matter, hewoommft most television broadcasters

millekiewillepessimb are ve selective about what they allow on the air.

Their main criteria in being selective are money and controversy.

The/Ma-Mier is siiimainiedlimigiaiLa businessman -- he operates his

1T station to make a rofitet-and most commercial tv stations are

profitable indeed. Includd data on investment, sales price, revenues,

and prthfits.)) Contrary to popular opinion, however, the broadcaster

is not in the business of selling entertainment to the viewer. Rather,

the broadcaster is in the business of packaging audiences which he411,-.0'a

then sells to advertisers for so many dollars per thousand.pitxxmixmle

((It might be said that the broadcaster sells his programming fare

to the audience indieectly through the prices they pay for the goods

advertised on tv; or it might be said irkmxt that he sells time on tat
neither of

his station. But/tutkxmi these explanations mixxxkkm account for

04
the incentives Art4 economicAimaiwireol- of the Ir/ business . Prices for

consumer goods are the same to those who ingocuhrxxximatxpmedmmixxxxx

flimxtkmaRxximoctindOmmixickaxxxxxxinixtkusExmkm watch Was for those

who don't; and VV Ais free to those who buy the products heavily

advertised on rv as well as to those who don't. Moreover, the price

of a minute on a Tv station is usuallyiwatee4-41.&estimp i 'cost per
thousand"viewers in the audience rather than simply cost per minute;

The/Aiegf a minute may vary considerably with the time of day 444,

the day of the week
1 
and the show's ratings; Timm= the cost to

an advertiser of a minute during a ime-time nationwide network

entertainment show will be considerably more than a minute during

a Sunday afternoon show on public affairs. ) Since 444e-costs of

a rv
operating 41.4401station are basically fixed, the broadcaster naturally

favors putting on programs that will attract the largest possible

audience at any given time teitip4S7-11e -regeoes, -tii -sheurs. with
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Ikmxixxgxkigiumtxmaixisxximummam so that his receipts from the

advertisers who pay by the headoditxim and therefore his profits,

57' 0)44
will be as large as posthe c ercial broadcaster

profits most from and
A
fav rs the shows with the highest ratings.

Moreover, the broadcaster wants to make as much as possible from

all the time he can sell, so he favors shows that keep lomat the

immexxx largest possible audience tuned to his channel hour-by-

hour .& day-in, day-out. By getting the largest po,ssible number

0.41-4:40401)

of viewers for ue4e-44bn 
. 

eeee, his monthly and yearly
A

n2041-
profits are increased. .F.ome-broadcasters loi-1.4 put on

A
special

A

shows of particular local interest, or in the case of the networks,

shows of particular national interest, that may b A
costly t

produce or may not attract a large audience. It is safe to say,

however, that most such examples are calculated to attract overall

attention to the station or network to keep viewers favorably

disposed toward watching that channel or to keep the Federal

government placated so there will be no trouble getting the license

renewed.)) The broadcaster, therefore, not only witimicklaggs

expects to be paid for the shows he puts on, but he will be adverse

to putting on any show that tends to cause many viewers to be bored

or unhappy enough to switch to another channel and thereby 'tire A 41 Ar 044g1

Amilw 
audience, 

eft4 advertising revenues and profits.itawa-hapo-ove41411-

.apa.;;;6t44$14.

The tv broadcaster is motivated to av oid controversy in the

:001101dmwt
shows he puts on his statiorlrainly because controversy can000*

Jaim-moaa*-afild reduce his profits, if not put him out of business

entirely. Riminanwxxixtxtinximmtkxic Programs may be controversial

for a variety of reasons, ranging from min the expression of

political or moral opinions to being very dm** violent or very

-4dat 91
dull. The cost to the broadcaster can reduced viewing
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4-r1A-4),
audiences (with attendant reduction in e4J.Lerti5i.c revenues4) to

a Federal government order that opposing points of view must be

aired at the broadcaster's expense (again probably taking up time that

could be filled with more profitable programming),,torpxpensive

prod proceedings before the FCC justifying that the public nterest

has aialogiss, been dlee-rved by the controversial material. (Of

course, the lack of controversial material may be an even greater

disservice to the public interest. vmetiOhile most complaints about

11(deal with controversy, most serious challenges to the broadcaster's

license renewal have been over the failure to present controversial

material that some group believes important for the community to

se have the opportunity to see and hear) )6mplaints about the lack

of controversy, then, are in reality complaints about the kmaimmitiat

broadcaster's limitations on access. 1F ItAlso, there may be a fine

line between controversy and attention. The wave of sexually-

oriented talk shows on radio in 1973(?) for a while created much

'and audience
more poliemattentionanan controversy and complaint. Only when the

Chairman of the FCC "raised his eyebrow" in a speech expressing

concern that such programs werel not in the public interest did the

broadcasters find the potmxtixtxxest attention-getting prqrams

dangerously controversidd.))

tt

One way of looking at the economics of commercial television

is that the broadcaster sells access to his audience; that is perhaps

a nicer way of saying that he sells the audience to the advertisers.

But either way we choose to loo t the situation, the economic'
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structure of the broadcast industry does provide access to the

television medium to two classes of people: 1) those who emummakikr-

sell
/broadcaster programming that i-&—notr-4140.—eeetrief—ermi will attract

large viewing audiences which the broadcaster can then sell to 2)those

who can pay the broadcaster the going market rate pelthousand for the

opportunity to present their message to the x viewing audience.

bOreeeoweopThis system has some obvious advantages to the general

public. Program producers ix x have incentives to produce programs

thatAig-arge, numbercof people mittxxximitxxxx will watch.

Broadcasters have incentives to select and schedule programs that

will please most of the people most of the time. Advertisers, by

spreading their costs over large audiences, get the maximum xximx

consumer awareness for their products xXxlitxxlmxxxX at with the

C75
147

least cost possible passed on Xi' to the consumer. There are some

...0...4 Ai.e.,
problems tie thisee4ampthat go beyond the scope of this paper. For

A

example, this 0=ock takes little account of the intensity of

potential viewers' preferences; it provides what the maximum number

of people mitt will watch rather than what they want to watch. Thus

even though almost everyone mombilliiim might like at some time to

watch a show on xxitimakitxxmxixtxxxxxxxiagxxfmxxXim how to deal with

automobile repair shops, xxx relatively more would rather watch

ONO an entertainment program at any
A
pammegigium hour of the

day. Also, only those advertisers who wish to reach the large

general audience that the broadcaster attracts can afford to advertise

onTV. Some relatively specialized products, like diapers, can

be advertised economically on those shows that are aired during the

time of day that potential consumers are relatively heavily represented,
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but advertisers of hobby supplies would have to pay the aame amount

4mml,
as sapapadvertisers even though the audience contained far fewer

potential Juniiiiimi hobbyists than potential soap users.))In spite

of the advantages, however, this system has some drawbacks. For one

thing, the innactuarinarbanburraranckanarairarismtxxxxintngnmiumoducxxat

broadcaster may decide the purposes for which he will sell time for

TA/
spot announcements. MostAbroadcasters have a policy of selling such

time only for advertising commercial products of—ecktmoirtma. or for

by a candidate for public office
political campaigns/immediately predeeding an election. They mostly

refuse to carry advertising mumnin presenting political, moral,

or other editorial points of mtaxxxxNmxtximium view or seeking to

raise funds. (Again with the exception of candidates for public

office immmummili during campaigns.)) Most importantly, the three

television networks have adopted this policy. And of course, the

broadcaster can decide what he will buy in the way of program material,

so that the broadcaster has essentially complete 'discretion in the

scheduling of his programming and advertising. Since most advertisers

want to reach potential consumers, the broadcaster heavily weights kx
pft:00a1Z.ow

,middle-elass
his

A
schedule toward/mamaimen and women n the 18-49 age group•444

A

toward women in the same

age group during weekdays; soditoward children on Saturda mornings;

ftfrova...ipmed oR

A
Those who are not members of a consuming statistical group don't

figure in the selection of programming. This accounts for ABC-TV's

cancellation fwarkm of The Lawrence Welk Show at the height of its

popularity. Most of the audience was in the older age group,mks

klubctictictinawnqnnadoximpqam many of whom were retired and had little

itaxxxatimmxxxximgamm potential as consumers of mass-advertised products

and services.'5:0-e   . ))
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The access issue is complicated by the way in which the three

commercial television networks have chosen to structure their

business. Each network is in two different, but intertwined,
largest

businesses. Each owns five televsion stations in five of the/minx

citiespiminkimammitxri and each supplies a nationvide distribution

of television programming to tv stations in most cities in the country.

ach also sells television programs for which it kxxxickm owns

the rights in many countries aroun the world.)) The networks
(especially news)).

produce some of their own programsi but mostly buy the Wrights to

series produced byikin ependent film producers, most of which are

located in Hollywood. These programs are then combined with advertising

spots and program promotional spots to make up the daily network

/4 schedule which is sup lied et over the networkl icrowave lines

to tts own stations (("owned-and-operated" or "0-and-0"in the trade

othe
jargon.)) and 

r
otoAstations with which it has *plod affiliation contracts.

Each network supplies about 15(?) hours per day of programming.

The networks' own stations, naturally, te4te most of the network-

supplied programs, as do the affiliates, although they Aixit are free

not to do so.a n affiliate who regularly did not air tkmax a large)_

number of the network shows would, however, be subject to network pressure

to do so and might even find the network shifting its affiliation in
Sur_ likiasi 12.704.1:, -----...., Ii....1

his community to another station.) Each affiliate station, as

specified in the affiliation contract, agrees to matxthimuurtmaxk

carry on his station a substantial majority of the network programs

and advertising spots, in return for which he is paid by the network.

The network then sells tionautmmxtimmExit national advertisers access
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to the audiences watching its shows on its own et.orreerie. and 4art-t446

affiliated stations Ofrall over the country. Thus, the networks

policies on access to their schedule havd a tremendous impact

the character of television programming -- on the entertainment we

L
see, the news we see, the advertsing we see, and perhaps even more

14

importantly, the entertainment, news, and advertisng we don't see.

(The arrangement has evolved from the old radio networks which01)
became the ri/ networks. The economics are.attractive to broadcasters

and advertisers because of the ability OR to spread costs over large

numb rs of viewers. Alt/show p malitximmity seen in a relatively

ere a...ell-m.44h
smallIk number of cities ovistatiliartealimpftetteiraudience to e sold to

0..w/A101,-

advertisers 4se bringsin less total revenue than a similar program
A

ea"401
imsbd-eeen nationwide. A network show can be very expensively

produced and yet have a cost per viewer considerably less than tiumac

that of a less expensive show seen in only maxicilgxxlifx one or a few

cities.))

klexklipx Perhaps the 'Et most noteworthy feature of this networking

arrangement is IMP& "threeness." am indebted to Professor Bruce ft.

Ownn of Stanford University for this terminology.)) There are only

three national commercial Ilinetwork3f and the prospects of having

L43. 

any mor are •lim until cable A
446/4~.4.04

t.e.i.ney.i.,Aenr_rt.rst.T.Ittrtlientmirretemb. . . . This is due to the limited numberA

of channels available for broadcast Vas discussed earliet.))

The number three arises because enough cities are assigned three or

.410-/ 11

••••••=mi.

more VHF 111 stations to mialimmioomialetwommtple-145, cover most of the

population; cities with four or more VHF stations are so few that

a fourth network would reach a substantially smaller potential
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26.7 C • F  .))
audience, Whus a fourth network

e expenses as thethree prese

441,"

progr

would have to =itriLessentially the

nt networksWo put on equally attractive

but would be seriously limited in revenue and profit because

timmifxitkxximontxKmtExxxofxwasigiimiamickRxxxx it would have a smaller

audience to sell to the advertisers. (f there were more national TV

networks, there presumably there would be more dimmixti competition

and therefore more diversity in programming and in policies on access

k';Tan with only three. But in fact, we have only three, and they all

have essentially the same access lastimixx and programming policies.

The situation today regarding access potESTWEIA then ix

can be summarized as follows: Each individual IC/station prefers

programming that attracts as large an audience as possible 

atui

wir.040141

•2

..0110Vpoy, and for the mog partogets such programming from one

of the 4rv networks. Individual stations mostly will not sell time
#

either for programs or for advertising that is editorial in nature

or is otherwise controversial. The networks will not buy programs

for their schedule that do not fit their objectives and will not sell

national advertising time for paiiis editorial,mx controversial,

4

or fund-raising purposes.

We cannot, of course, ignore public television ENdiscussing

access to tV. It does providett different programming than that

available on commercial W, but the access to the stations for

presentation of programming or messages is at least as limited

as on commercial 1PV. Public TV is prohibited by law from selling

time,fmnamemmixiiillalt- so that form of access is not availbb1e4—

*It is the policy of the ftblic Broadcasting to fund

and carry principally programming produced by public television

stations im4e4Zo or purchased from the BBC. Although some public
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stations have local programs that provide free time to local groups

for discussion of issues important to them, this is limited in scope

and is not available nationwide. Public TV therefore increases

somewhat the diversity of entertainment and educational matter

available to the tv viewer, but provides no pampommilwxemarnexxxxikker

toxpxygxx substantial mate expansion of opportunities for access

torif.

Cable may one day change all of the above discussion. By

avoiding the use

V oilmommoim, the

of the limited frequencies available for broadcast

llimit on the number of channels,:*.t4it the

home will be essentially elTiminated along with the associated

"threeness" of the national commercial tv etworks. By permitting

the viewer to pay direc f r programs or to subscribe to "video

vs A4 A6/44Z Aldoi*-41 -'

magazine series "Amore programming will be available than w at mass

)!
advertisers find it economical

will have more sway. If cable

so that the cable,
 
o er in a

ameriAlsidot to all who wish to use them, much as the pmxtxtxxxxxist

to support, and viewer preferences

is structured as a common carrier,

..49,64.40
community must maAo his channels MN

p A

Postal Service or trucking companies are required to carry the

magazines and packages of anyone, then the problem of access

to television will be reduced to I'm be at least as small as the

1'problems of access to print media. See the report of the Cabinet
Committee on Cable Communications, 1974, for a discussion and

recommendations on this direction for public policy twward the

development of cable. See also the report of the Committee for

Economic Development entitled " al 1975 for a similar

discussion from an industry point of view. And see and

for a discussion of the services cable might make possible.))
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The growth of cable as a medium for distributing television programs

in abundance, in contrast to the scarcity of today's broadcast tv,

is a most promising hope. It is opposed only b the broadcast industry

and motion picture theater owners.mmxfiaxmt (The reasons for this

opposition are transparent, although it is interesting to note Idutkx

some of the reasons they stress. Broadcasters profess to be worried

that people will have to pay for what they no get for free, as though

people will pay for what they now already get for4e and as though

people don't now pay for IV in thmxtexmocal each time they buy an

advertised product, with less choice in the matter than in their purchase

of magazines and newspapers. Theater owners stress the social benefits

of getting out of the home and the deterrent effect of theater eiewetiaaa

lights on crime.)) From the point of view of access, the great benefits

of cableIell be that those loweitteeemen

pipeline will

deciding who dee& andAtioes not have theA

television

who

not be able to act as gatekeepers...,

opportunity to present

programming or spot messages blithe Wompiwiskp public to decide if they

want to watch it. The ease of access for those with something to

show and tell will be much greater, and the range of access the rest

of us have to what we may choose to see and hear will be greatly

expanded. iimaxmatim Moreover, the expansion of the number of channels

aviilable from the present limited number tos-wiietrever—rerriffrarid

vidook—ow4—te—lare means
pews.40.-441-

the artifidally high
A

IsUt
for programming the advertising mxxiirerwx markets won't support means

that the costs of access will be reduced below

level.e*-rreeim4.1. And the opportunitylito pay

a. d!
more funds will be availiple to produce high quality or special inteist

-1464i4P(
programs than at present wiiterrenly advertising funds ow, available.
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It is desirable then that whatever changes/tEetTelSresent mum

laws and regualations and policies regarding access r—LUat 
triec, be made

Y 
Yrs/Ti

with the ultimate availability of cable in mind so that 
ding abundance

064-41-41.-
unduly  constrained with policies that are left over from the

A

medium of scarcity.

FAIRNESS

Communications law at present provides only two routes for

access to television to present ideas and programming: 1) the

broadcaster's obligation under the FCC's interpretation of

the "publid interest" standard to provide opportunities mq for blow
A

4ilimmmmm=Wricumixmxxxxklia contrasting points of view in the

discussion of controversial issues of pilblic importance, popularly

known as the Fairness Doctrine, and 2) the xtxtmirmxx obligation on

the broadcaster/to dgEkgegaffaM 86VietigamNOWariatSE for all

candidates for a public officembourhe makes available time for any

one candidate, better known as the 'equal time" requirement.

While these two provisions of "fairness" and "equal time" are

often equated in the public eye, they are in fact quite different.

as
Fairness provides access for ideas ctually for "sides" of a

controversial issue of public importance. If/he issue involved is

decided by the FCC to be not of public importance, or if the "side"

of the issue seeking access is deemed well represented by the station's

past programming, there is no access. b), not for people or groups;

the station retains the discretion to decide who is a legitimate

spokesman for an idea and indeed may use its own personnel to present

the idea. The equal time provision does provided access for

individual people, but only that limited group who are at any given

co
time declared candidates for public office. Even here, the law
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requires only "equal" time on equal terms; the station may decide

not to allow any candidates for a particular office to Wm have twee*

 emin4011.4mlystimeela—nd Lhay may also decide not to allow any time

to be bought for any campaign use.)) •T"i're—er1ttErl—t444€—Pr-944-6-tafiv--461Lag

-4/444141
With the

4
proviso‘That broadcasters are not to be considered

to be common carriers ection 3(h)of the Communications Act)),

both the FCC and the broadcast industry have steadfastly opposed any

that broadcasters be required to provide time either for

7L644JLriI 4."‘'4°4."
free or for pay except on their own termIc rhe origin of this

section of the Act is unclear. It may well have been inserted

to clarify/lXiiirkximxtxpeixt in the combining of the 1927 Radio

Act with the common carrier statutes in 1934, the Congress did not intend

,as it evolved undeiiipakCC
mmto extend the coon carrri r type reg at'on/into broadcasting. 

re

T-d-4 eft,14444004 a74,ww.d.

lommixifxtknxiddk

gioxiwir,tmpai. The sole exception to this is the generalized obligattion

imposed on the broadcaster under the FCC's interpretation of the

"public Interest" standardl

tpay_the_aartion. and -

CC Report on Editorializing by Licensees1)4.190404-44449.—R.Lka—wad.0.7

Z4ree14-I—IVEEMIMMO" 9044 This was later restated by the

•

)
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Congress in recognizing the FCC's construction of the Rximunixxilactxx

principle of fairness which has become the accepted definition of
broadcaster's obligation under the

the/Fairness Doctrine -- X2 "to afford reasonable opportunity for the

discussion of conflicting views on issues of public importance."

(Section 315(a) of the Communications Act. The legislative history

of this section of the Act, passed in 1959, indicates that the Congress

in adopting this language was only clarifying thht the remainder of the

section (dealing with equal-time requirements and news shows) was not

intended to alter the FCC's evolution under the public interest

standard of the fairnesss obligation. The FCC from time

to time construes this language as statutory1egalb44.181 of the Rai=

Fairness Doctrine. However, whether the Fairness Doctrine rests on

Section 315(a) or on the more general public interest standard of the

Act is immaterial for papa purposes of a discussion of access.OPte

The history of the

evolution of the Fairness Doctrine by the FCC goes back to 1929 when

ith Federal Radio Commission stated till the "public interest requires

ample play for the free and fair competition i of opposing views, and

the Commission believes that the principle applies not only to addresses

of political candidates but to discussion of isxues of importance to

rthe public." 929 FRC Annual Report 33. In 1940 the FCC banned

broadcast editorials on the assumption that this would aid the

presentation ft "of all sides of important public questions, fairll,

objectively and without bias." tfte 8 FCC 333 (1940). This was reversed

by the 1949 Report on Editorializing by Broadcasting Licensees.))
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The two-fold requirements of the Fairness Doctrine, then, are: first,

to provide coverage of controversial public issues; and second, to

seek out all responsible viewpoints and to afford opportunities for

those viewpoints to be seen a and heard. this and in other

formulations of the legal issues involved in broadcasting regulation

I am indebted to Glenn Robinson's seminal article: "The FCC and the

First Amendment: Observations on 40 Years of Radio and Television

Regulation" , Minnesota Law Review, Vol. 52, p. 67 (1967).)) It is the

broadcast licensee who is tmxiam responsible for taking the imtx

initittive in carrying out kkixxxickmmx this t fairness two-stip; but

of course the FCC stands in the wings as the arbiter of whether the

licensee has succeeded and it is the FCC's determinations of what

emortxxx*sx constitutes a controversial issue of public importance and

what are responsible viewpoints that inevitablZ/guide the licensee

who wishes to have his license renewed when it next comes up for

renewal.

It may be useful here to trace the logic (It is not clear that

all of the mystiatimmy steps of the Fairness Doctrine's evolution

deserve to be called logic, but the FCC's legal discourse styleseems

to suggest thatit wants to be thought to be ldgical in teaching its

conclusions.)) of the FCC's evitution of the Fairness Lloar4ftevimmax
are

timpliblimximtimx (1)There/int not enough apsommilimmidan frequencies to
radio,7 rele.40;•44-#,%

permit who wants to establish ahla station to do so.

+24-Th443.-@,1f,a-apt44.es-ter-,44 CV Not everyone may be licensed to

operate a tv station. • I,

0 Requests for time on
licensed radio or tv stations may far exc„:1,t.V. amount of time

reasonably available, so the broadcaster twatiot be a common carrier.
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(f Issues of public importance must be seen and heard on TV.

5r
()) The licensee therefore must allocate part of his time to such issues.

45 The licensee myx may not allocate the time according to his own
views or interests, but must do so fairly and objectively. OD This

may conflict with the broadcaster's First Amendment rights, but the

public's right to be informed is so much more important that the

government may requiregx (IP and (6) of the broadcaster as a part of

the public interest tixtx standard for determining if his license

should be renewed. There are several weak points ip1—***—nerr—siettrei44m4o

in this chain of reasoning which we will deal with later.

The philosophical basis for the Fairness Doctrine indeed, of most

of the FCC's regulation of broadcast programming)) is that there is

a "right" of the public as a whole to be informed

A1mosiii14444—wart.14-444e and that it is the xigkt duty of the FCC and its

licensees affirmatively to effectuate that right. Thus, the FCC says:

"It is this right of the punk to be informed, rather than any right

on the part of the gove ent, any broadcast licensee or any individual

member of the public to brdadcast his own particular views on any matter,

wh' h is the foundation stone of the American system of broadcasting."

(Report on Editorializing by Licensees, 91 P&F 204 (1949).111r42-

Also, this concept goes back to the conceptual basis for the 1927

Radio Act. Reacting to the confusion of the situation when anyone could

broadcast on any frequency, with no regulation or coordination, the

congress saw a dichotomy between the "private" rights of broadcasters

under the old scheme and the "public" interest tint responsibilities

of those licensed to use the frequencies owned by the public. Thus,

Congresxman White 'Minix whose 1923 bill served as a major basis for

the 1927 Act said (67 Cong. Rec. 5479, March 12, 1926): "We have
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reached the definite conclusion that the right of all our people to

enjoy this means of communication can be preserved only by the

repidiAz repudiation of the idea underlying the 1912 law that anyone

who will, may transmit and by the assertion in its xlmai stead of

the doctrine that the right of the public to service is superior to

the right of any individual to use the ether...")) And the Supreme

Court in an opinion xxli written by Justice White has more recently

stated this philosophy in these words: "It is the right of the viewers

and listeners, not the right of the broadcasters, which is paramount.

It is the right of the public to receive suitable access to social,

pi' political, esthetic, =min moral, and other ideas and experiences

which is crucial here." 395 U.S. 390 (1968) Ili We need not address

here the broader question of FCC regulation of broadcast programming
4.-

and the constitutional issues surrounding such regulationi/knly a

fundamental rev'sion of the broadcasting licensing structure 
t+ 

eny

the ' 
Athe authority to take away a license(except perh ps for criminal

us)would eliminate the need for some 4en versight judgment of whether

the broadcaster in his programming was serving the public interest.

For a thorough discussion of xmck issues surrounding FCC program

regulation and the First Amendment, see Robinson, up supra note .))

Two points need to be made about this philosophical underpinning

of the Fairness Doctrine. First the substitution of the f goal

of the First Amendment for the Amendment itself creates a subtle but

powerful distinction. It is one thing to believe that
A
the First

Amendment was intended "to preserve an uninhibited marketplace of

ideas in which truth will ultimately prevail... Red Lion; 395 U.S. 390))
for

fifull effectcamoraybegiventotheconceptoffrcedom of speech on

and another entirelyhtxxxgmmxtkxt the government zny to argue that i
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the radio by giving precedence to the right of the American public to

be informed on all sides of public questions over any

axpftkassikam individual exploitation for private purposes," ( FCC

Report on Editorializing by Licensees, wpm supra at 91:211)) Or

that the government should affirmatively enforce the people's

"collective right to have the medium function consistently with 
the

ends and wpm purposes of the First Amendment. Red Lion, at 390.))

The purposes and benefits of free expression in an open society

have been the subject of debate since Milton, continuing on to

out6:4, (,i"1)

Blackstone and Mill.' :40=M JohnA Are-opagitica; Blackstone,

Three A

John Stuart Mill, e, L )) Tmlo/basic principles, however stand out.

Through the m test of challenge immxmarkmkpixem and survival, good

ideas or "truth" will emerge, and such timid:mg a process is essential

to immaamew good government.

guveLament., tiocaraxxint tyLarmy Indy Ln abb Lu peipeivate libel1 MUL

emergence

ereer4+7- Free expression is a powerful bar to the/mmrmirmxt of

a tyrannical government. And the right to free expression of views

is a valuable individual right that contributes to human dignity.

1 ,11

The FCC and the Supreme Court have focus rd principally on the

first two of these purposes of free expression, and indeed most of

the traditional legal and political thinking on the subject has been

IA
along those lines. This approach caved no pa

1 

ticular problems so

long as the issues involved the print media./ 
with some exceptions

in the case of state sponsored media such as school newspapers or

public places. See for example, Barron, Freedom of the Press for Whom,

pp. _-_- for a discussion of variations on the traditional First

Amendment issues when state action is involved.)) #.01110 wher
e the
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tradition of media diversity and competition fitted well with a

governmental policy of laissez faire. Itzt In such an environment,

there was a near-continuum of opportunities for expression, ranging

from handbills to newssheets to magazines and newspa ers. The major
. .

issues for government policy wftm were the illimits of free expression,

400.4.1
including libel, clear and present danger, sdammantg obscenAty.

- A

jikor- There was no concept of the governmentAdecid ng wiNa4-44.1a,

"trutih" ow who would be allowed to use a particular medium or whether

the public was adequately informedtrn

In broadcasting, however, a quite different approach has arisen.

The idea that the public interest standard for licensing must be

applied to the ti content of the broadcaster's programming has imic

led to increasing governmental specification of what programming is

and is not in the public interest. We maintaining the fiction that

the FCC does not censor broadcastin gt (as indeed the Communication

Act states it may not: Section )) the sourts have steadily

allowed the FCC toti:trthe public trustee concept of the

broadcaster's role -- with the FCC and the courts as the final

overseersof whether the broadcaster has in fact adequately pxximnand

executed his trusteeship. Thus there is in broadcasting the contention

that there is no censorship and that there is noustate action" in

the broadcasters' programming deciisions, while the FCC with

great frequency second-guesses the broadcaster's decisions. The

constitutional thinking on this issue has been fuzzy at best and borders

on the dangerous. The CongZss in passing the 1927 Radio Act was

reacting to a proliferation of private broadcasting operations and

a political climate o corporate exploitation

of natural resources; cTeapot Dome, etc.)) the lie trustee"

role of the broadcaster fitted well and we can believe that the
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authors of the Act saw no conflict between this concept and the

contention that there would be no censorship.

What they perhaps could not have foreseen was the FCC's steady

intrusion into detailed &weir, arbitration of what programming was

in the public interest and therefore required of the public trus
tee.

At first, the rationale for this role for the government was t
hat

T44.064:1444E
there was somethiltiffereneebout broadcasting -- 

principally
A at

that the airwaves "belonged" to gkx the public and that not 
everyone

could set up their own broadcast station. This concept that not

everyone would spexxxir broadcast because allhe of the fre
quency limitations

smmt sounds strange today when the cost of setting up and 
operating

.•0-.1410̀ r

a I1(station (or even a standard radio broadcast station) isA
frai

the
414;44mp-.4wAllAaNis. But in/1920's many of the broadcasters had homemade

0,2.44.tand many people broadcast just for the fun of it.

transmitters and stations that cost a few hundred dollarsipToday,

4441:0-
lio-ee4R, a decent quality AM or FMtransmitter powerful enough t

o

cover a small community would cost no more than a t ousand dollars 
and

c...**4110e -4404:1:4(.4av-dot-diAftavIZZA.441- dirore

Amateur adio operatore are putting on their own TV shows o
A 

the air

in the UHF amateur bands with equipment that costs tmxxxtkim no 
more

than a few thousand dollars. And of course the rapid growth of Citizen's

Band radio wilich the FCC originally sought to license only for li
mited

two-way communication has become in some communities a party-line that

borders on "broadcasting;" and its use on highways is hardly more

several miles long

than "everyone" broadcasting to ecommunity"/that moves along th
e

road at something more than the speed limit. The idea that"not every

one can broadcast is t7oe.eyinly because the FCC has structured the

use of radioA
so hat is so. The technology and the frequencies do

not inherently make it so.)) Today, however, the concept has chnged
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-`0214

12j1#

so that the difference is that the broadcaster is a public trustee

and must adequately pm provide the benefits of free expression. It

is not that the broadcaster or anyone else is "free" to express anythng,

but that the public shall -receive the benefits of free expression that

is important in the calculus of th CC and the courts. 44***

Thus we find the FCC saying that  fullyA.,,,E,L41 Lhal fdu

4,1,poora _„„

Ox1erbsimarammacza*-aimai=crisser-eesLca-s-tstuoi4+-

sf000iAtat.41-1Qtar4s.tr Report on Editorializing by Lincensees,

—

the public to receive suitable access to social, politicalp ,esthetic,

manraxxam thmx moral nd oe ideas and experiences which is giagii

crucial here." ed kian Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 

3901

91 P&F 211121 dlentrthr--Steppouie—eettatiti—swAitt: "It is ria the right of

it2i9ilai (1969)  emphasis added.)) n broadcasting at least, the

modern ixtexpriaxicila First Amendment seems to provide that "Congress
speech or of

shall make no law abridging the freedom of/the press u2.2.2.t. ine

public interest." And the public interest seems taxi= in the view

of the Supreme Court in these matters to be the receipt of a suitable

mix of things they ought to see and hear74
of the

This substitution of a public right for the rights/tixprimax

individual who wishes to speak changes the governmentr role from one

of animalism protecting free speech Edrem-4.4m44.044666 to one of enforcing

the provision of a suitable assortment of social, political, esthetic,



moral, and other ideas and experiences. It is inevitable in such a

scheme Alimet that the government will become involved in balancing

the content of the *mem* expression we may see and hear on television)

not just the conditions under which it is produced and selected.
as viewers and listeners

It invites a paternalistic prescription of what we/should see and

hear,:wwWwmpiagasarwhat we should be informed about, rather than what

we as a citizenry choose to show and tell each other. The right to

be informed can be little more than the right to see and hear what

Et)the government decides we should see and hear. F f indeed the nature

of electronic communications technology means that we have no other

recourse, then we can simply *accept this new interpretation of the

First Amendment and turn our attention to the design of government

processes that make the best of the situation. 101Indeed that seems to be

niwhat the Supreme court has done i led Lion and Democratic National 

Committee v. CBS  . It remains to be seen, however, to what extent

V.
we tuly have no other recourse and whether the Supreme Court has not

P

been a victim of a lack of analysis of alternatives to the Ifillirs
1927

ximitxiumrimummtirxxxaxixErmammtaixxxxmlo legislation of /t9* and

1934 and the FCC's interpretation thereof. )) air

It is no answer to say that the government cannenforce such

balance of ideas and messages only neutrally and only withhout

censorship, mot nor that the government enforces such balance 
onl+ 

o

counteract the greater imbalance Elf that would otherwise ensue

because of the monopoly power of the television pelicensees and the

national rni networks.

achieved

The enforcement balance likely to be

by title the FCC is heavily influenced by the nature of that

agency. The FCC is highly political at the top and highly bureaucratic
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at the working level. Although the Fairness Doctrind is applied to

Sie 2
television programming nominally only upon complaint

) 
The personal

attack rules require, however, that if a person is persolally attacked

on a IVAIIME station, then the station must eiglime4divitioloy notify the

person of the attack and offer comparable time for reply. See

Cullman  and see Robinson, supra_.)) the FCC has

moved to establish rules for how complaints will be resolved that

act very obviously to influence the initial coverage of any matter

that might invoke a Fairness Doctrine complaint. Like the rules of

any administrative regulatory agency, th .airness Doctrine rules tut-a

have grown more and more complex; at some point, therean whatever

the bureaucrats of the Commissioners say they mean. The "neutral"

balancing of the programming mix in the first instance then is likely
-4.41.#14,

to be biased in the direction of bureaucraticaLly safeefe410, TheA

responsiveness of the Commissioners however, to the Congress, the

White Mum* House, and to

0.49444Laal—power means that some

special interest groups ,14-444_

ideas and

be more "equal" than others. 
? 61

he FCC has avowedly favored programs

messsges will be decided to

designed to serve bammism* racial minorities, religious inttitutions,

farmers, and children. It has not done so for women, old people,

atheists, six deaf people, or shop keepers.)) Those who have enough

political organization to put effective political pressure on the FCC

directly or thvough the Congress are more likely to get a Fairness

Doctrine ruling in their favor. And it is inevitable that the

personal philosophy of the Commissioners along with the prevailing

political philosophy of the Congress and the media will golk play a large

role in deciding what appears balanced.



(Even the opportunity for review by the Emmxxic courts can limit

this effect only so much. The discretion the courts have Wallowed

the FCC in applying the public interest standard and in enforcing

the Fairness Doctrine show that the FCC will be limited only in the

case of flagrant Wpm' abuse of its own procedures.))
in the argument OK

Similarly, there is little merit/that the government in applying

the new concept of the First Amendment to enforce a balance

in what we see and Apft hear is only counterbalancing the abridgement

of the people's right of free expression by the broadcasters and

networkd who monoplize the available channels. If indeed the

Constitution unquainethenmimosaim requires "relief from such monopoly

restraints to free speech, the proper remedy is to remove the monoply

power directly rather than placing the government in the role of

prescribing what the monoply power may be used to present fOr

the citizenry to see and hear. Unfortunately, the argument that

monoply requires a governmental counterbalance reinforces the perpetuation

of the monopoly: The government tir acquires an interest in excluding

competition with the existing media or with the imp officially

prescribed balance of ideas and messages precisely so that it am can

continue to assure Xklexpeeiteximxxxxixxxsterimartety that the"proper"

balance is not disturbed.

One—ef—the—mere widely remar

One of the more widely remarked implications of the Fairness Doctrine
let4
media aNNOMmumedr,./.6-Kis its "chilling effect" This phrased)which

A
indiscriminately

IV apply/to any and every limitation on their actions exigii originated

in . In spite of its overuse, it remains a valid consideration

in any nation that values free expression.)) on vigorous journalism on
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television. Certainly no broadcaster can be expected to provide
legal

441rogramming that will entail costly/proceedings that may in the end
A

require that he present additional coverage to balance the overall

coverage. Nor can he simply agree to balance the coverage whenever

presented with a complaint. It is common knowledge that one of the

services provided by broadcasting attorneys in Washington is informal

checking with the FCC AMMO on various kinds of coverage before the

material is put on the wirrtitiviir air in order to minimize the

broadcaster's vulnerability to complaints. Whether the broadcaster

is deterred in the first instance from covering a controversial

issue$ or event, or whether he is influenced by the FCC's informal

reaction to his lawyer's query, it is clear that this balancing

interpretation of the First Amendment is bound to reduce the amount of
suchdiscussion.of .

/controversiai issues only, to render/Mks presentations rather more

bland and lesseincisive, and to narrow the foitiiimsierhoilimpi range of
-1-Vtro

the view givenoof what is important and real in our society.

Beyond the philosophical and constitutional objections to the

foundationsof the Fairness Doctrine are questions as to its workability.

Clearly if the Doctrine is to have any meaning, it must be enforced,

and equally

clearly, the enforcement will be done by the government. 
AlthougIt 

he

FCC Lind the courts have consistently cited the prohibition in the

1934 Act against censorship, the fact is that.it is the goverAment

that is ultimately the arbiter of what we see and hear on controversial

issues under the approach of the Fairness Doctrine, for the government

may require what shall be presented even if it may not prescribe what

1
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primary
shall not be presented. The/enforcement mechanism chosen by the FCC

for the Fairness Doctrine has been the arbitration of complaints.

Each complaint that a licensee has not been fair in his coverage of

events is considered against past decisions and the facts of the case,

and either the complaint is rejected or the licensee is ordered to

provide coverage to balance the overall discussion of the issue. As

with all case law, cases ;ass into precedent and rules evolve as to

what the0 00.will and will not consider fair. Old precedents are

stretched to fit new circumstances, or new mum situations are considered

de novo depending on the point of view of the FCC staff or the

Commissioners. ((Thus we find the FCC detlaring cigarette advertising

subject to the Fairness Doctrine, and then straining to avoid applying

the precedent to other product commercials,))

(:A 20W1-21;a1-Th
The FCC and the Supreme Court have put great emphasis on the

nature of the enforcement mechnism as avoiding traditional First

Amendment problems associated with governenet censorship. In fact,

however, the two-fold approach of 
th(I 

Fairness Doctrine, requiring not

only that the discussion of any particular issue be fair, but also

that there be discussion of controversial issues t least of_.....

"representative" controversial issues)) invites complaints that

broadcasters have ignored important issues e.g. there have been

such complaints in the case of . And broadcasters have for the

most part ignored coverage of thefrown industry -- certainly a

"controversial issue of public importance.")) and immitRxx would seem

to require the Commission under its rationale for the Fairness Doctrine

to be prepared to decide when the broadcaster must cover various

issues. The Commission in itsinforcement of the Fairness Doctrine
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It is clear that the FCC intends the past Fairness rulings to

be followed by broadcasters
i 
so limit the precedents of past decisions

will have the effect of a rule for the broadcasters to follow. In 1964

the Commission issued a digest of past rulings which it stated would

be mpoilfte0 revised at appropriate intervals to reflect new rulings in

the fairness area in order "to keep the broadcaster and the public

informed of pertinent Commission determinations on the fairness

doctrine, and thus reduce the number of these cases required to be

referred to the Commission for resolution." Applicability of the 

Fairness Doctrine in the Handling of Contoversial Issues of Public

Importance, FCC 64-611, July 6, 1964.)) The Commission goes on to

state that in passing on complaints brought under the fairness doctrine

"the Commissiods role is not to substitute its judgment for that of

the licensee as to any of the above programming decsions, but rather

to determine whether the licensee can be said to have acted reasonably

and in good faith.
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not only must decide what is fair in broadcast journalism, it also must

decide what is sufficiently controversial and of sufficient public

e)3

im ortance that it must be on the agenda of broa
dcast coverage.

(To be sure, the theory of the Fairness Doctrine approach is the other

way around. That is, the Commission is set up to decide when the

broadcaster has been unfair and when he has failed 
to cover an important

issue. But while we certainly can be convinced to feel more comfortable

with this formulation than that just given in the text
, for reasons

discussed above and below, it appears to be di. a distinction gig withou
t

a difference))

•

• •

Indeed, the

Supreme Court in Red Lion has gtxtmixit stated that "if present

licensees should suddenly prove timorous, the Commisssion is n
ot

mormant powerless to s 1st that they gove adequate and fair attention

to public issues." Red Lion Broadcastin.a Co. v. FCC, itilxiixax

395 U.S. 393 (1969).))

The principal problem in the workability of enforcing 
the

Fairness Doctrine is the drawing of distinctions. Consider first the

enforcement of fairness once an issue is conceded to bed" c
ontroversial

/7.41..44.41-.64-Ae-

and of public importance and is to be eeee444.. One problem is the

determiKtion of how many sides there are to the issue that shou
ld

reasonably be carried as "contrasting points of view." Consider, for

examite , the proposed condemnation of land for a new city park. The

16.441146"144-1417 0.44r16." 4044.04' 1-46
broadcaater presents a 

A
iNamoureasonably balanced between theAproponents

"t4P4
and opponents of the new park. A group of citizenskomplains that

there is a third alternative of building a smaller park in a different

location that achieves most of the pm goals of the proponents and

4191-MOve-
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thd-14-- es'
of the opponentVillo—Aretelimiews.eson

Assuming the broadcaster does not

wish to provide any more coverage at this time (or that he does not

want to be forced into it), he rejects the complaint which is taken

to the FCC. The broadcaster now has several arguments open to him:

is first argument is probably that the issues is not of public

importance, but we are assuming here that thxt has already been

acknowledged.)) He may say that the "issue" was the construction

of the park at any location and the program was therefore adequately

balanced. He may say that the hintuuiügiiiu citizens now complaining

are a small minority and their views are notA 
portant or

1 # a
relevant to compel additional coverage. He may say that the issue

was the gtonstruction of the park at a particular site and the program

was therefore adequately balanced. He may say that the views of the

m .‘
complaining group do not contrast very strongly with the views stated

411.
by various various opponents and proponents on the program so that the issues

were adequately covered even though the particular alternative offered

by the group wasn't speeip‘imosiapi, mentioned. The complainants have

obvious counterarguments. The FCC must decide, using its tests of

lexxxim reasonableness and good faith.

It seems apparent that the FCC could not adjudicate such a

complaint without delving in rather considerable detail into the

particular facts and circumstances of the case. It would not be

surprising therefore for the FCC to deal with the 0/ matter on grounds

other than fairness per se. If it were found that the WIN-licensee

owned land in the area of the alternative park site which would loose

value if comdemned, the Commission would almost certainly seize on this

(7 fact to decide the case against the licensee. (Indeed, one of the valid

and important stated purposes of the Fairness Doctrine is to ameliorate



the possibilities for a licensee to use his po
sition of control over

one of the few channert-In a community to promo
te his own private

interests by excluding certain information from his channel. This is

not to say that the Fairness Doctrine ifogo4ORPARRIIMMO
Rris the required

or preferable way of dealing with thes problem0AMMOINftmf
twunmprillip

tiot There is no need to go into the details of suc
h a fairness

dispute to realize that (1) it could be argued 
endlessly, there

being no objective standard for disposing of the 
matter,rnqi(2) no

matter how it is disposed of the Federal governme
nt is an integral

.1

part of thn not only the presentation of the
 issue but the debate

itself. Owe- Let us say that the station's arguments are not
 accepted

Itt,&*1
•14444o, the Commission

by the Commission

must somehow measure the reasonableness of the broadcas
ters judgment

that

matxxmxxnymx/the point of view that the park should be 
built in the

second locatione deserved only passing mention rather tha
n full

coverage as xxxxximmtxxxiq a contrasting point of view.

the

Is it implicit in/fitttFairness Doctrine that all points o
f view

are entitled to equal time, to equal emphasis? If not (and the

Commission has said not), then should the number of w
ords, the expressions

of the reporters, the fraction of the time, or what be taken into

account? Should views be given time and emphasis in accordan
ce with

their merits, the estimated xixexmi number of their adher
ents, the

respectability skxidam or importance of the organizations backing them,

411)

the need for the audience to be aware of them, their fa
mili ity to

the audience, or what? Studies of network news coverage (which is

exemp rom the Fairness Doctrine by vittue of the Commission's rule
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excluding "bona fide newscasts" )) on various issues to determine
itheir
Mk balance or fairness ha' ,e dealt with such indicia as frequency ofA

coverage of one point of view or another, use of"positive" adjectives,

duration of coverage given to one or another point of view, use of

"stop-frame" or graphics to focus the viewers' attention, and so forth.

tkaltscxxxfxxxxxcxx*WaxxkkmaIs it fair to give more time and emphasis

to one contrasting point of view because it is more complex and requires

more time to be explained? Or to give it less time because most

viewers won't Ix focus in enough depth to really understand

When the government undertakes to become the arbiter of fairness
4/

in the preseRtation of ideas or other kinds of expression and recall

the dicta (or could it become a holding?) in the Supreme Court's

decision on Red Lion that it is not just political matters, but "

"the right of the public to receive suitable access to social, political,

esthetic, morivak moral, and other ideas and experiences t which is

crucial here." 395 U.S. 390.)) rather than the remover of barriers to

freedom of individual speakers it is inevitable that such considerations
/414 /4-444.4641:10,7"#

must come into0Q644441444444m, or else the governmenes pwasiblimikis a
A

sham to be applied only on occasion.

Let us go on for a moment fa to consider what mu might happen if

the Commission upheld the complainants in the above example,and the

station provided a report on its evening news show about the arguments

for the second location. The station is then open to another Fairness

Doctrine complaint that the total coverage of the park issued has now

become biased in favor of park construction and more coverage of theA

thaowileibuo—iin opposition to any new xxxx park mmalm* must receive additional

time in order to leave the matter in overall balance. Assuming the

second complaint is not transparently frivolous, the Commission must
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reconsider the matter and arrive at some new balance, reraising all

the amorphous criteria just cited. Or the Commission could hold that

the new coverage was on a "bona fide news program" and therefore

exempt from challenge under the Fairness Doctrine -- which would

immediately raise the question of whether a Fairness Doctrine obligation

Ican be met on a bon fide news program or must be met in other program

timed 141

One further aspect of the paracticality of the Fairness Doctrine

especially in relation to the limy lofty rhetoric developed for its

support by the Commission and the Courts)) is iamaaalliailimaliwThelermitirkagete.

its requirement thatA0 station must individu4lly meet the requirements

of the doctrine. Thus the Commission will not take into account that

another TV station in the same community has provided frequent and full

coverage of dcliw a contrasting point of view that was given short

treatment by a licensee against whom a complaint has been 9 filed. Nor

that local newspapers, ra o stations, and town meetings have dwealt

on particular issues. Except perhaps in trying to determine whether

the broadcaster's chosen scope of the issue was or was not unreasonably

rdoildwo
narrowed or widened.)) Thus the argumentatio 

A
that the public's

rights to know, fir to be informed or to hear are at stake seemsrather
seem necessary

4101-1114mift IfA&WA were indeed the case it would/txxxvxximadammtly for

the Commission to consider whether the tinny' licensee's coverage

actually unbalanced the overall availability of various points of

view for the public's consideration. Or if we biasewba consider that

there is something inherently different of more powerful about TV

so that onlyr(coverage were important (at lwast to a certain and

significant class of the population) then the Commission should measure

mmiyx the Fairness Doctrine against the totality of TV coverage of

j the issue in a communit . If we were then treated to the argument thato#

MI A 
-•.-4214Pe'-'i ow**-4, .Put-t4,41/4191411 15.0"'t -r ° '''"'' / /6" j4"71.411:."-°-"/ .
4 .441"1"-s*40.8al Llow.,-4-444.4di V 1;e -"Le-44,-rovvit ,414-‘66-0,--0-4 p711 A.44'.
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many people watbh only or predominantly one favored channel and true

fairness can be obtained only by channel by channel fairness, we would

have to acknowledge that the First Amendment was somehow secondary to

the energy required to change channels.))

We are forced to conclude that the Fairness Doctrine, both in

its concept and in the workability of its enforcement, is a most

unsatisfactory approach to the regulation of televsion. It puts the

Federal government into the editorial process for both local and

national issues as a kind of "editor-of-last-resort." It redefines

the First Amendment in a way that makes the government the paternalisic

overseer of what we should see and hear rather tkurtaf than the

protector of competitive opportunities for free expresssion. It holds

an illusion
up/axstxxiard of fairness in the use of television that is based on

the a posteriori evaluation of the content of the debate on issues where

,aemeofajess is hard to •
n 
• itoutimas126 

d"46411414"41a priori conch ions i5f access.where reasonabLe t 

agreement might be reached. It accepts the statutory .ijirt.k of

the 1927 and 1934 axt legislation with regard to common carrier

the subsequent FCC evolution of
status and/license renewal standardsmOs*  quire the First Amendment

to be bent around the legislation rather than vice-versa. It himmiss•

done /1(
ktbrdiscussion of controversial issuesA

toward simplified "packets"
A

fwm0A4 or faddish
and favors those with the pa.1.4Friphisoil.arafriweewPree/to get a favorable

FCC ruling. It bureaucratic finesse
osia-V4-44

Lo, debate. And it advances the expectations on the part of the pidatirx
A

SmitmerNix 040 ear--"i414.6"..4A0/
tiumitxkxx individual/mimammf TV viewer that a.few TV channels

A •

are all he needs to be informed.
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Direct Access:

10, direct access mans—me.refettto some algie&imew provision for

individuals to gain the use of a TV channel for a limited time to

present( e viewing publiAa,messagt/This is in contrast to the

Fairness Doctrine where there is no right of access by any individual

Oexcept in the case of personal attack. See note .)) but rather

a right on the part of the public to have the licensee inform him

adequately with a range of contrasting points of view on controversial

issues of public importqnce. The most important thing to be said

about direct access is that no one has any such right under today's

system of broadcasting except the licensee during the term of his

license. The licensee's right of access is of course a responsibility

as much as a right under the public trustee concept of the licensee's

status.))

The history of access to the airwaves has often been recounted.

(See, e.g., Barnouw,A History of Broadcasting in the United States,

it= Volume I, A Tower in Babel, Oxford University Press, 1966.))

The most noteworthy aspect is the dramatic shift of national policy

in the enacting of the 1927 Radio Act. From a situation where

anyone who wanted could turn on a radio transmitter and have his say,

the Congress went to the other extreme* of allowing only a limite)

0,71-6U
number of licensees to transmit and eirmsamiaawriordeclaringWhat those

licensees were not to be considered common carriers.Premmmmr

car ler provision of the 1927

e ision on par of t'e Con

bt have ,the burd being r

appears • ave bee conscious

essiphat th bro

d to c r any m

stat,i n either fb free or for pay that he did not wish to c r .
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See appropriate legislative history, . See also the

decision of the Supreme Court in CBS v. Democrattc Committee

U.S. (1973112) Although the history has been covered

elsewhere, it is useful to review selected aspects as an introduction

to a discussion of the changes that might be made now that we have had

some 50 years experience with the regulatory structure of the 1927

Act.

The 1927 Act wa assed at a time when totally unrestricted
I 1

radio broadcasting arovoked by a decision on the/COnstitutionality

4** 410,444

of
A
Sfcretary of CommerceHoover's limitation on licens222) meant that

neither the broadcaster nor the public received much benefit from

broadcasting and at a time when the sale of advertising time was

txxviyxxlimmgiatxmix a minor phenomenon. Midri4-44e.s bccm. medc of tho

Clearly it is the nature of the radio freque y spectrum that not
(Even

everyone can enjoy unrestricted use thereof./tiOmx in rather simple

uses such as radio and television broadcasting, sic/Q.066/am of frequencies
04.4,umwalwe".01.101

and power levels is necessary to avoid i terference hatean rend r .
. .

6.4,114
much of the broadcastinguseless' is eventre criticalt it

tin where the spectrum is used for satellite transmission or for

navigation.)) And the inability to limit radio signals to state

(or national)) tam boundaries miummaklAx makes the Federal government

the natural and probably inevitable place to decide ona716se.similim

It seems likely that the emphasis on the service aspects of radio

broadcasting embodied in the "public interest" standard of the 1927

Act were in reaction to the lack of service and the absence of any

public interest being served by the chaos of 1926-27. jlicing

authority of the 1927 Act derived from IMF a series of National Radio
Conferences held between 1922 and1925 and on the scheme fqmiting licenses
that was evolved by Commerce Secretary Hoover under the 1912 statute that

\\. required a license to operate a radio transmitter.



While the rationale for the limited number of licenses that

may be granted/i's obvious-, the choice of amehume the process for

decidEng who would get to use the communications channels .1.6—auat....fiwa.

lany economists point out, for example, that the initial

assignments of operating rights could have been done at auction (as

was done with mineral and forestry rights for example) and the

ownership of the operating rights left to normal private market

mechanisms. (The usual counter-argument is that this would leave

broadcasting only to the rich, but in fact as amateur operations over

the years have shown, there were for several decades irre--1-easam

many frequencies that were unused and could have been claimed by

a simple first come, first served licensing process (with perhaps

a proviso that the frequencies must actually be used to prevent

hoarding). This latter process is not unlike the way the FCC has /

ASL 6-4011141400"d 711444 "4"Idir

in fact assigned new frequenciesA See e.g., The Radio Spectrum: 

Its Use and Regulation, proceedings of a conference sponsored by

the Brookings Institution and t Resources for the Future, 1968.))

That this was not the course chosen by the Congress in a crisis

atmosphere in dealing with a new technology is understandable, and

is certainly in apy event behind us for the foreseeable future.

What is more relevant is the decision of the Congress to

dmiyxkkxxxmtxtmxmikx not to make the licensees common carriers.

MOWN1e Senate Committee on Interstate Commerceockirkxixxits

preparing what was to be the 1927 Radio Act,

lixikixtxxxpmxtxmlukkR initially reported to the Senate a bill with

the provision that any licensee permitting his station to be used
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"for the discussion of any question affecting the public ... shall make

no discrimination as to the use of such broadcasting station, and with

respect to such matters the 

0 

rcensee shall be deemed a common carrier 

7)in interstate commerce." 67 Congr. Rec. (1926), xmxpxgRxxxminfrxgixim

cited in CBS v. DNC.)) argument made on the Senate floor for

rejecting this approach nd limiting the provision of reply opportunities

to candidated for public office)) was rather vague, citing the

(4- 4414"

volunta7ona ure o tinextimmtlaultsrxxxxxxitat broadcasting, its

Am availability to the listener free of change, and its purpose

xiehmiidinxup for the broadcaster of "building up his reputation."

Ibid.)) Aitust how this rendered it "unwise to put the broadcaster

under the Imp hampering control of being a common carrier and

compelled to accept anything and everything that was offered him

so long as the price was paid," Ibid.; Note: read

the full text before leaving this ttand!)) Certainly the

reasoning could not have foreseen the pervasive xxistxprinfitxicim use

of commercial advertisements xx to turn the "voluntary" broadcasting

service into a most profitable use of the airwaves. One can only

speculate about the lobbying efforts of the broadcasters who feared

that common carrier status

--t-el-ep.4014e—me.mope- might entail max regulation of advertising rates.

(This can be only x speculative xx since it is unlikely that .reekerfis

thi
44-44443-8444-werpa-k.et*-00-tamu the press reported any of it if it did

exist. Moreover, in 1926 advertising did not have anywhere near the

importance or pervasiveness it now has,and it is not entirely fair

to presume that the broadcasters intervened on this point, even though

it would not )xx seem to lox have been surprising in view of the
the bigger commercial

efforts of/broadcasters in seeking =pact the regulation of licenses
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over the 1920's that favored their commercial position.))

elr

Thr mime  •  immxtmxtkm common carrier provision failed on the Senate

floor, (and failed again in modified form in re-enacting the 1927

Act into the 1934 Communications Act.)) and the stage was set for
statutory

the FCC's evolution of the Fairness Doctrine out of the twin/concepts

of the licensee's responsibility to serve the public interest and the

denial of common carrier status as a regulatory alternative.

N Two things stand out from this brief and selctive history of

the debate over common carrier status for broadcasters. First,

the choice was statutory and not constitutional. (SeeRed Lion,

395 U.S. 389. MftxxmxixxxmickixxximxtiumEtxxXxAmemdmmxtxwkixitxmxx

Milx "...as far as the First Amendment is conserned those who are

licensed stand no better than those to whom licenses are refused.

•
A license permits broadcasting, 'but the licensee has-no constitutiona)

right to be the one who bud holds the license or to monopolize a

radio frequency to the exclusion of his fellow citizens. There is

.á* nothing in the First Amendment which k.r.events the

Government from requiring a licensee to share his frequency with

others and to conduct himself as a proxy or fiduciary with obligations

to present those views and voices which are representative of his

community and which would otherwise, by necessity, be barred from

the airwave .")) Second, the choice was made before immilmi television

cf°existed All.'electronic television was invented by Philo T.

Farnsworth in 1927.)) and bEfore the xxdim broadcast medium had

developed a

ladiebal=k=re

•
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9('its present character of profita ble commercial advertising, national

network FaxiiiimipeATen—ok programming, and afilmmimpumk serious journalistic—

purpose. We are free then to reconsider the statutory appropriateness

e
of the various alternative ways access might be provided to tolevision.

There are today four types of access to television: (1)time

purchased for commercial advertisements; (2)time purchased or given

for political campaigns under Section 315(a) of the Communications

Act; (0) program time purchased from the station and/or programs

given or sold to the station; and (1) persons invited to appear on

television programs or covered in news programs. Different policy

considerations apply to each because of their nature and because tm of

viewing expectations.

Time purchased from the station for the presentation of commercial

advertisements is the closest thing we have to a free market in

the use of moiliwiiim television. Each TV station retains, however,

the right to decide which advertisements it will or will not carry and

the right to schedule the time at which the advertisements will be

shown. Indeed, under the current public todimmwe trustee concept

empipplAxtyxtklexkitt of the licensee the broadcaster must exercise

45  

discretion over and accept res nsibility for all of his programming

time including commercials. See )) As a practical matter,

most broadcasters will accept any commercial advertisement for a

product or service that is in good taste and will not give cause for

a complaint to the FCC on grounds

Ukiiiiiimm the Fairness Doctrine.

advertisements are subject to the Fairness Doctrine only to the extent

that they contain explicit reference to a controversial issue under the

/

meaning of the Fairness Doctrine. This was in the 

wa4 

e of the

of  mimimmaimmilmemmai obscenity or

(The FCC has held that commercial
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Commission's decision that. cigarette advertising should be balanced

under the Fairness Doctrine by anti-smoking public service announcements

when it was suggested that other product advertising raised a politically
air

controversial issues(e.g., gasoline and/pollution, toothpiate and

flouridation, detergents and =loud water pollution.). The Congressional

action to outlaw cigarette advertising on TV provided the FCC the

excuse it needed to exempt product advertising generally from the

Fairness Doctrine.))Tite.-14eo in oigarotte sma.144ag during the time •

In general, the FCC and the Courts have maintained that the congressional

intent in disallowing common carrier status was to permit broadcasting

licensees a wide degree of journalistic freedom. Semi CBS V. DNC,

27 RR 2d 917.)) Thus, just as the editor of a newspaper or magazine

may decide what articles and advertisements he will carry, so may

a broadcast licensee xaximagxxxxkxxdaax -- subject of course the

S -
constant oversight of the FCC under the Fairness Doctrine. nd

owit U.)
subject to Section 315(a) for candidates for public office,))

a "journalistic 'free agent",
ilThus the broadcaster may be a/11141mmomilimmallwbut must present issues

Kaxxxxta "fairly and impartially informing the listening and viewing

public;" and the FCC must I/ • • NI • • • ' • • • • •• • • *

4 be the "ultimate arbiter and guardi n of the public interest"
11*V

and must oversee without censoring." CBS v. DNC, 27 RR 2d 922))

The courts have held that- newspapers may refuse toestr

to carry advertisements eee Chicago Joint Boardi_ Amalgamated 

Clothing Workers v. Chicago Tribune Rai Co., 307 F. Supp. 422 (N.D.

111. 1969); affirmed 435 F. 2d 470 (2d Cir. 1970); cert. den. 402

U.S. 973 (1971.11 laxx-aormeime% )) And in kxRioxx CBS, Inc. v. 

Democratic National Committee ((27 RR 2d 909 (1971).)), the Supreme
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Court held that under the Communications Act broadcasters may xmfmxx

tyxxxxxpir adopt a general policy of not selling advertising time to

individuals or groups to speak out on issues they consider important.

The latter case is both interesting and important. The FCC had

ruled that under the Communications Act a broadcaster may not be

required to sell advertising time to individuals or groups to comment

on public issues. 25 FCC 2d 216, 242)) The D.C. Court of Appeals

reversed to FCC and held that a "flat ban on paid public issue

announcements is it in violation of the First Amendment, t least

15when other sorts of paid announcements areaccepted," ((45O F 2d 646.))

The court went on to state

lumbartatmg/that a broadcaster's policy of carrying commercial

advertisements but not paid 4::::=Lon controversial 
issuesI ..)

was constitutionally discriminatory. The Court of Appeals also

found that broadcasters, as licensees and public trustees, were

instrumentalities of the government for purposes of the First

Amendment and therefore had no right to discriminate in the sale of

advertising time. T45O F 2d 652.))

The Supreme Court reversed the Court of Appeals, and its

reasoning in doing so is important.
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The Court was divided on the issue and in such a way that makes analysis

rather complicated. a It is perhaps suffieient for our purposes

here to say that the Court rejected or at least did not decide))

question of whether the licensee was a:government agent for

First Amendment purposes. Instead the Court ruled that the FCC was

correct in its interpretation of the Communications Act; that indeed

the Congress had not intended the Communications Act to require

broadcasters to sell time to any and all who wished to purchase it.

The Court did 0 not find that broadcasters had a constitutional
"dr Co.....701.4•4

protection from a determination by the 40 CommissionAthat the public

interest required them to sell some time for expression, (although

the FCC is very unlikely to rev rse 50 years of precedent))

as in Red Lion 044 the CourtA deny that the Congress might change the

prohibition on common carrier status for broad casters. "Conceivably

at some future date Congress or the Commission -- or the broadcasters --

may devise some kind of limited right of access that is both

practicable and desirable." CBS v. DNC,27 rr 2d 930. "Because of

the scarcity of radio frequencies, the Government is permitted to

put restraints on licensees in favor of others whose views should be

expressed on this unique medium." the First Amendment confers

no right on licensees topregent others from broadcasting on 'their'

frequencies and no right to an unconditional monopoly of a scarce

resource which the Government has denied others the right to use."

Red Lion, 395 U.S. 390, 391.))



ACCESS TO TELEVISION

Clay T. Whitehead

INTRODUCTION

The idea of access to television--easily our most

accessible, if not totally unavoidable, medium of

communications--may seem redundant.

But it is in fact a difficult, complex, and intriguing subject. Con-

sider first the viewer's access to television--the access to see and

hear. On one level there is no problem to speak of; 97 percent of

American households have one or more TV sets (almost half have more

than one). Some people perhaps can't afford to buy even a used black

and white TV set; but more than likely, those 3 percent who don't have

a TV for the most part don't want one. Once the purchase of the TV

set is made, TV is essentially free. The electricity cost is minor,

probably less than the cost of lighting the room to read. The extra

cost of products purchased attributable to TV advertising is more sub-

stantial--perhaps $5 per month per household--but that gets paid whether

you watch TV or not. So access to see and hear TV has very, very few

barriers. Indeed, it is safe to say that more emotional energy is

devoted in the United States to how to avoid the TV set rather than

how to get to it.

On the other hand, there is the question of access to see

and hear what? Here we get to the topic of most debate and criticism

of television in America. Why are the shows of the three commercial

networks so similar; why is there so little choice in prime time?

Why is there so much violence? Why is the quality of TV programming

so low? Why are there so many commercials? Why did they cancel a
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popular series? Why is the news so superficial? Why did they pre-empt

a popular show for a news documentary? Why do all three networks have

sports on Saturday afternoons? There are some interesting and impor-

tant issues in this aspect of the viewer's access to TV.

Then there is the question of access to TV to show and tell.

Surely what viewers have access to see and hear depends on who has

access to show and tell. It is this aspect of television access that

is the subject of this paper.

ailA) .006 lcAt_
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TELEVISION IS DIFFERENT

Most people never think about getting in front of the TV cameras to

convey some message or to put on their own TV show No doubt many

youngsters daydream of becoming star personalities on TV entertain-

ment or news, just as in earlier days they dreamed of being in movies,

theater, or radio. But even though most of us don't think of going

on TV ourselves, we take it more or less for granted that what does

go on TV is somehow reflective of the talents and knowledge of people

around the country who do feel they have something to show and tell

that others of us would like to see and hear.

Yet there are reasons why that implicit assumption is not

true for TV. The reason cited in most legal and economic texts is

simply that there are not enough channels for everyone who wants to

start up their own TV station the way newspapers or magazines or

community theater groups can be started. And that is a true enough

reason. The government has set aside a certain range of frequencies

for TV broadcasting, represented by channels 2-84, and decides how

many stations can broadcast on what channels in any given community. 1/

While it is possible with new technology to allow broadcasting on some

of the channels now empty in many communities without creating inter-

ference with existing stations, the limitations of frequencies and

interference remain so tight that the number of allowable TV broad-

cast stations will remain relatively low.2/

Another reason why not everyone with something to show and

tell can get access to television has to do with the structure of the

TV industry. While few can afford to build their own TV station and
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fewer still can hope to get a license to broadcast, a relatively large

number might be able to finance the production of a TV series or a single

program or a few spots.3/ But under current law, 4/ the broadcaster

who receives the license from the government to broadcast on a particu-

lar channel in a community has complete discretion as to what programs

and spots he puts on his station.5/ Thus, would-be producers of tele-

vision programs or short spot messages must first have the approval

of a broadcast licensee in order to get on the air to have access to

the TV medium and in order for the viewers in the community to have

the choice of whether to watch or switch to another program.

As a practical matter, most television broadcasters are very

selective about what they allow on the air. Their main criteria in

being selective are money and controversy. The commercial broadcaster

is a businessman--he operates his TV station to make a profit, and most

commercial TV stations are profitable indeed.6/ Contrary to popular

opinion, however, the broadcaster is not in the business of selling

entertainment to the viewer. Rather, the broadcaster is in the business

of packaging audiences which he then sells to advertisers for so many

dollars per thousand. 7/ Since the costs of operating a TV station are

basically fixed, the broadcaster naturally favors putting on programs

that will attract the largest possible audience at any given time so

that his receipts from the advertisers who pay by the head, and there-

fore his profits, will be as large as possible. Simply put, the com-

mercial broadcaster profits most from and therefore favors the shows

with the highest ratings. Moreover, the broadcaster wants to make as

much as possible from all the time he can sell, so he favors shows

that keep the largest possible audience tuned to his channel hour-by-
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hour, day-in, day-out. By getting the largest possible number of viewers

for each time period, his weekly, monthly, and yearly profits are in-

creased.8/ The broadcaster, therefore, not only expects to be paid

for the shows he puts on, but he will be adverse to putting on any show

that tends to cause many viewers to be bored or unhappy enough to switch

to another channel and thereby reduce his audience, advertising revenues,

and profits.

The TV broadcaster is motivated to avoid controversy in the

shows he puts on his station mainly because controversy can reduce his

profits, if not put him out of business entirely. Programs may be con-

troversial for a variety of reasons, ranging from the expression of

political or moral opinions to being very violent or very dull. The

cost to the broadcaster can take the form of reduced viewing audiences

(with attendant reduction in revenues and profits), a Federal govern-

ment order that opposing points of view must be aired at the broadcaster's

expense (again probably taking up time that could be filled with more

profitable programming), or expensive proceedings before the FCC justi-

fying that the public interest has been served by the controversial

material .9/

One way of looking at the economics of commercial television

is that the broadcaster sells access to his audience; that is perhaps

a nicer way of saying that he sells the audience to the advertisers.

But either way we choose to look at the situation, the economic struc-

ture of the broadcast industry does provide access to the television

medium to two classes of people: (1) those who sell the broadcaster

programming that will attract large viewing audiences which the broad-

caster can then sell to, and (2) those who can pay the broadcaster the
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going market rate per thousand for the opportunity to present their

message to the viewing audience. This system has some obvious advan-

tages to the general public. Program producers have incentives to

produce programs that large numbers of people will watch. Broadcasters

have incentives to select and schedule programs that will please most

of the people most of the time. Advertisers, by spreading their costs

over large audiences, get the maximum consumer awareness for their

products with the least cost possible passed on to the consumer.10/

In spite of the advantages, however, this system has some drawbacks.

For one thing, the broadcaster may decide the purposes for which he will

sell time for spot announcements. Most TV broadcasters have a policy

of selling such time only for advertising commercial products or for

political campaigns by a candidate for public office immediately pre-

ceeding an election. They mostly refuse to carry advertising presenting

political, moral, or other editorial points of view or seeking to raise

funds.11/ Most importantly, the three television networks have adopted

this policy.

And of course, the broadcaster can decide what he will buy

in the way of program material, so that the broadcaster has essentially

complete discretion in the scheduling of his programming and advertising.

Since most advertisers want to reach potential consumers, the broadcaster

heavily weights his prime time schedule toward middle-class men and

women in the 18-49 age group; toward women in the same age group during

weekdays; toward children on Saturday mornings; and toward 18-49 year-

old men on weekend afternoons. Those who are not members of a consuming

statistical group don't figure in the selection of programming.12/
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The access issue is complicated by the way in which the

three commercial television networks have chosen to structure their

business. Each network is in two different, but intertwined, busi-

nesses. Each owns five television stations in five of the largest

cities, and each supplies a nationwide distribution of television

programming to TV stations in most cities in the country.13/ The

networks produce some of their own programs, 14/ but mostly buy the

TV rights to series produced by major or independent film producers,

most of which are located in Hollywood. These programs are then

combined with advertising spots and program promotional spots to make'

up the daily network schedule which is supplied over the network's

microwave lines to its own stations 15/ and to other stations with

which it has affiliation contracts. Each network supplies about

fifteen(?) hours per day of programming.

The network's own stations, naturally, use most of the net-

work-supplied programs, as do the affiliates, although they are free

not to do so.16/ Each affiliate station, as specified in the affili-

ation contract, agrees to carry on his station a substantial majority

of the network programs and advertising spots, in return for which he

is paid by the network. The network then sells national advertisers

access to the audiences watching its shows on its own and affiliated

stations all over the country. Thus, the networks policies on access

to their schedule have a tremendous impact on the character of tele-

vision programming--on the entertainment we see, the news we see, the

advertising we see, and perhaps even more importantly, the entertain-

ment, news, and advertising we don't see.17/
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Perhaps the most noteworthy feature of this networking

arrangement is its "threeness."18/ There are only three national

commercial TV networks, and the prospects of having any more are

slim until cable is nationally available with the larger number of

channels it makes possible.19/ The number three arises because

enough cities are assigned three or more VHF TV stations to cover

most of the national population; cities with four or more VHF stations

are so few that a fourth network would reach a substantially smaller

potential audience.20/ Thus a fourth network would have to incur

essentially the same expenses as each of the three present networks

in order to put on equally attractive and competitive programs, but

would be seriously limited in revenue and profit because it would

have a smaller audience to sell to the advertisers. If there were

more national TV networks, there presumably would be more competition

and therefore more diversity in programming and in policies on access

than with only three.21/ But in fact, we have only three, and they

all have essentially the same access and programming policies.

The situation today regarding access to commercial tele-

vision then can be summarized as follows: Each individual TV station

prefers programming that attracts as large an audience as possible

at each hour, and for the most part the station gets such programming

from one of the three TV networks. Individual stations mostly will

not sell time either for programs or for advertising that is editorial

in nature or is otherwise controversial. The networks will not buy

programs for their schedule that do not fit their objectives and will

not sell national advertising time for editorial, controversial, or

fund-raising purposes.
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We cannot, of course, ignore public television in discussing

access to TV. It does provide different programming than that avail-

able on commercial TV, but the access to the stations for presentation

of programming or messages is at least as limited as on commercial TV.

Public TV is prohibited by law from selling time, so that form of

access is not available to anyone.22/ It is the policy of the Public

Broadcasting System to fund and carry principally programming produced

by public television stations or purchased from the BBC. Although

some public stations have local programs that provide free time to

local groups for discussion of issues important to them, this is limited

in scope and is not available nationwide. Public TV therefore increases

somewhat the diversity of entertainment and educational matter available

to the TV viewer, but provides no substantial expansion of opportunities

for access to TV.

Cable may one day change all of the above discussion. By

avoiding the use of the limited frequencies available for broadcast

TV, the limit on the number of channels that can be brought into the

home will be essentially eliminated along with the associated "thrceness"

of the national commercial TV networks. By permitting the viewer to

pay directly for individual programs or to subscribe to "video magazine

series" in addition to the free advertiser-supported fare, more programming

will be available than what mass advertisers find it economical to support,

and viewer preferences will have more sway. If cable is structured as

a common carrier, so that the cable system owner in a community must

lease his channels to all who wish to use them, much as the Postal Service

or trucking companies are required to carry the magazines and packages

of anyone, then the problem of access to television will be reduced to
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be at least as small as the problems of access to print media.23/

The growth of cable as a medium for distributing television programs

in abundance, in contrast to the scarcity of today's broadcast TV,

is a most promising hope. It is opposed only by the broadcast in-

dustry and motion picture theater owners.24/

From the point of view of access, the great benefits of

cable will be that those who operate the television distribution

pipeline will not be able to act as gatekeepers, deciding who will

and will not have the opportunity to present programming or other

messages for the public to decide if they want to watch it. The

ease of access for those with something to show and tell will be

much greater, and the range of access the rest of us have to what

we may choose to see and hear will be greatly expanded. Moreover,

the expansion of the number of channels available from the present

limited number means that the costs of access will be reduced below

the present artificially high level. And the opportunity for viewers

to pay for programming that the advertising markets won't support

means more funds will be available to produce high quality or special

interest programs than at present with only advertising funds avail-

able.

It is desirable then that whatever changes are made in the

present laws and regulations and policies regarding access be made

with the ultimate availability of cable in mind so that the medium

of abundance is not unduly constrained with access policies that are

left over from the medium of scarcity.
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FAIRNESS

Communications law at present provides only two routes for access to

television to present ideas and programming: (1) the broadcaster's

obligation under the FCC's interpretation of the statutory "public

interest" standard to provide opportunities for contrasting points of

view in the discussion of controversial issues of public importance,

popularly known as the Fairness Doctrine, and (2) the obligation on

the broadcaster under section 315 of the Communications Act to make

available equal time at equal rates for all candidates for a public

office if he makes available time for any one candidate, better known

as the "equal time" requirement. While these two provisions of "fair-

ness" and "equal time" are often equated in the public eye, they are

in fact quite different. Fairness provides access for ideas, 25/ not

for people or groups; the station retains the discretion to decide who

is a legitimate spokesman for an idea and indeed may use its own per-

sonnel to present the idea. The equal time provision does provide

access for individual people, but only that limited group who are at

any given time declared candidates for public office.26/

With the statutory proviso that broadcasters are not to be

considered to be common carriers 27/ both the FCC and the broadcast

industry have steadfastly opposed any suggestion that broadcasters be

required to provide time either for free or for pay except on their own

terms or as directed by the Commission in individual Fairness Doctrine

disputes.28/ The sole exception to this is the generalized obligation

imposed on the broadcaster under the FCC's interpretation of the "pub-

lic interest" standard "...that licensees devote a reasonable percent-

age of their broadcasting time to the discussion of public issues of
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interest in the community served by their stations and that such pro-

grams be designed so that the public has a reasonable opportunity to

hear different opposing positions on the public issues of interest

and importance in the community."29/ This was later restated by the

Congress in recognizing the FCC's construction of the principle of

fairness which has become the accepted definition of the broadcaster's

obligation under the Fairness Doctrine--"to afford reasonable oppor-

tunity for the discussion of conflicting views on issues of public

importance."30/ The two-fold requirements of the Fairness Doctrine,

then, are: first, to provide coverage of controversial public issues;

and second, to seek out all responsible viewpoints and to afford oppor-

tunities for those viewpoints to be seen and heard.31/ It is the broad-

cast licensee who is responsible for taking the initiative in carrying

out this fairness two-step; but of course the FCC stands in the wings

as the arbiter of whether the licensee has succeeded, and it is the

FCC's determinations of what constitutes a controversial issue of public

importance and what are responsible viewpoints that inevitably guide

the licensee who wishes to have his license renewed when it next comes

up for renewal.

It may be useful here to trace the logic 32/ of the FCC's

evolution of the Fairness. (1) There are not enough frequencies to

permit everyone who wants to establish a radio or televison broad-

casting station to do so. (2) Not everyone may be licensed to operate

a TV station. (3) Requests for time on licensed radio or TV stations

may far exceed the amount of time reasonably available, so the broad-

caster should not be a common carrier. (4) Issues of public importance

must be seen and heard on TV. (5) The licensee therefore must allocate
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part of his time to such issues. (6) The licensee may not allocate

the time according to his own views or interests, but must do so fairly

and objectively. (7) This may conflict with the broadcaster's First

Amendment rights, but the public's right to be informed is so much

more important that the government may require (5) and (6) of the

broadcaster as a part of the public interest standard for determining

if his license should be renewed. There are several weak points in

this chain of reasoning which we will deal with later.

The philosophical basis for the Fairness Doctrine 33/ is

that there is a "right" of the public as a whole to be informed and

that itistheduty of the FCC and its licensees affirmatively to effec-

tuate that right. Thus, the FCC says: "It is this right of the public

to be informed, rather than any right on the part of the government,

any broadcast licensee or any individual member of the public to broad-

cast his own particular views on any matter, which is the foundation

stone of the American system of broadcasting."34/ And the Supreme

Court in an opinion written by Justice White has more recently stated

this philosophy in these words: "It is the right of the viewers and

listeners, not the right of the broadcasters, which is paramount. It

is the right of the public to receive suitable access to social, poli-

tical, esthetic, moral, and other ideas and experiences which is crucial

here."35/

Two points need to be made about this philosophical under-

pinning of the Fairness Doctrine. First, the substitution of the goal 

of the First Amendment for the Amendment itself creates a subtle but

powerful distinction. It is one thing to believe that protection of

freedom of speech for each individual under the First Amendment was
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intended "to preserve an uninhibited marketplace of ideas in which

truth will ultimately prevail...."36/ and another entirely for the

government to argue that "full effect can only be given to the concept

of freedom of speech on the radio by giving precedence to the right of

the American public to be informed on all sides of public questions

over any...individual exploitation for private purposes," 37/ or

that the government should affirmatively enforce the people's "collec-

tive right to have the medium faction consistently with the ends and

purposes of the First Amendment."38/

The purposes and benefits of free expression in an open

society have been the subject of debate since Milton, continuing on

to Blackstone and Mill.39/ Three basic principles, however stand out.

Through the test of challenge and survival, good ideas or "truth" will

emerge, and such a process is essential to good government. Free ex-

pression is a powerful bar to the emergence of a tyrannical government.

And the right to free expression of views is a valuable individual

right that contributes to human dignity.

The FCC and the Supreme Court have focused principally on

the first two of these purposes of free expression, and indeed most

of the traditional legal and political thinking on the subject has

been along those lines. This approach caused no particular problems

so long as the issues involved the print media, 40/ where the tradi-

tion of media diversity and competition fitted well with a governmental

policy of laissez faire. In such an environment, there was a near-

continuum of opportunities for expression, ranging from handbills to

newsshects to magazines and newspapers. The major issues for govern-

ment policy were the permissible limits of free expression, including
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of the government having a responsibility for deciding who would be

allowed to use a particular medium or whether the public was adequately

informed on specific issues.

In broadcasting, however, a quite different approach has

arisen. The idea that the public interest standard for licensing must

be applied to the content of the broadcaster's programming has led to

increasing governmental specification of what programming is and is

not in the public interest. While maintaining the fiction that the

FCC does not censor broadcasting, 41/ the courts have steadily allowed

the FCC to enlarge the public trustee concept of the broadcaster's

role--with the FCC and the courts as the final overseers of whether

the broadcaster has in fact adequately executed his trusteeship. Thus

there is in broadcasting the contention that there is no censorship

and that there is no "state action" in the broadcasters' programming

decisions, while the FCC with great frequency second-guesses the broad-

caster's decisions. The constitutional thinking on this issue has been

fuzzy at best and borders on the dangerous. The Congress in passing

the 1927 Radio Act was reacting to a proliferation of private broad-

casting operations and a political climate of corporate exploitation

of natural resources; 42/ the "public trustee" role of the broadcaster

fitted well the political temper of the times, even though it may not

have been thought through very deeply, and we can believe that the

authors of the Act saw no conflict between this concept and the con-

tention that there would be no censorship.

What they perhaps could not have foreseen was the FCC's steady

intrusion into detailed arbitration of what programming was in the
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public interest and therefore required of the public trustee. At

first, the rationale for this role for the government was that there

was something "different" or "unique" about broadcasting--principally

that the airwaves "belonged" to the public and that not everyone

could set up their own broadcast station.43/ Today, however, the

concept has changed so that the "difference" is that the broadcaster

is a public trustee and must adequately provide the benefits of free

expression. It is not that the broadcaster or anyone else is "free"

to express anything, but that the public shall receive the benefits of

free expression that is important in the calculus of the FCC and the

courts. Thus we find the FCC saying that "We fully recognize that

freedom of the radio is included among the freedoms protected against

governmental abridgement by the First Amendment. But this does not

mean that the freedom of the people as a whole to enjoy the maximum

possible utilization of this medium of mass communication may be sub-

ordinated to the freedom of any single person to exploit the medium

for his own private interest."44/ In broadcasting at least, the modern

First Amendment seems to provide that "Congress shall make no law

abridging the freedom of speech or of the press except in the public 

interest." And the public interest seems in the view of the Supreme

Court in these matters to be the receipt of a suitable mix of things

they ought to see and hear: "It is the right of the public to receive 

suitable access to social, political, esthetic, moral, and other ideas

and experiences which is crucial here."45/

This substitution of a public right for the rights of the

individual who wishes to speak changes the government's role from one

of protecting free speech to one of enforcing the provision of a suitable
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and experiences. It is inevitable in such a scheme that the government

will become involved in balancing the content of the expression we may

see and hear on television, not just the conditions under which it

is produced and selected. It invites a paternalistic prescription

of what we as viewers and listeners should see and hear, what we should

be informed about, rather than what we as a citizenry choose to show

and tell each other. The "right to be informed" can be little more

than the right to see and hear what the government decides we should

see and hear.46/

It is no answer to say that the government can and will

enforce such balance of ideas and messages only neutrally and only

without censorship, nor that the government enforces such balance only

to counteract the greater imbalance that would otherwise ensue because

of the monopoly power of the television broadcast licensees and the

national TV networks. The enforcement of balance likely to be achieved

by the FCC is heavily influenced by the nature of that agency. The

FCC is highly political at the top and highly bureaucratic at the

working level. Although the Fairness Doctrine is applied to television

programming nominally only upon complaint, 47/ the FCC has moved to

establish rules for how complaints will be resolved that act very

obviously to influence the initial coverage of any matter that might

invoke a Fairness Doctrine complaint. Like the rules of any administra-

tive regulatory agency, the Fairness Doctrine rules have grown more

and more complex; at some point, they mean whatever the bureaucrats

of the Commissioners say they mean. The "neutral" balancing of the

programming mix in the first instance then is likely to be biased in
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the direction of what is bureaucratically safe. The responsiveness

of the Commissioners, however, to the Congress, the White House, and

to politically influential special interest groups means that some

ideas and messages will be decided to be more "equal" than others.48/

Those who have enough political organization to put effective political

pressure on the FCC directly or through the Congress are more likely

to get a Fairness Doctrine ruling in their favor. And it is inevitable

that the personal philosophy of the Commissioners along with the pre-

vailing political philosophy of the Congress and the media will play

a large role in deciding what appears balanced.49/

Similarly, there is little merit in the argument that the

government in applying the new concept of the First Amendment to en-

force a balance in what we see and hear is only counterbalancing the

abridgement of the people's right of free expression by the broadcasters

and networks who monopolize the available channels. If indeed the

Constitution requires relief from such monopoly restraints to free

speech, the proper remedy is to remove the monopoly power directly

rather than placing the government in the role of prescribing what the

monopoly power may be used to present for the citizenry to see and

hear. Unfortunately, the argument that monopoly requires a governmental

counterbalance reinforces the perpetuation of the monopoly: The govern-

ment acquires an interest in excluding competition with the existing

media or with the officially prescribed balance of ideas and messages

precisely so that it can continue to assure that the "proper" balance

is not disturbed.

One of the more widely remarked implications of the Fairness

Doctrine is its "chilling effect" SO/ on vigorous journalism on tele-
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vision. Certainly no broadcaster can be expected to provide very much

programming that will entail costly legal proceedings that may in the

end require that he present additional coverage to balance the overall

coverage. Nor can he simply agree to balance the coverage whenever

presented with a complaint. It is common knowledge that one of the

services provided by broadcasting attorneys in Washington is informal

checking with the FCC on various kinds of coverage before the material

is put on the air in order to minimize the broadcaster's vulnerability

to complaints. Whether the broadcaster is deterred in the first in-

stance from covering a controversial issue or event, or whether he is

influenced by the FCC's informal reaction to his lawyer's query, it is

clear that this balancing interpretation of the First Amendment is

bound to reduce the amount of discussion of controversial issues on TV,

to render such presentations rather more bland and less incisive, and

to narrow the range of the view given on TV of what is important and

real in our society.

Beyond the philosophical and constitutional objections to

the foundations of the Fairness Doctrine are questions as to its work-

ability. Clearly if the Doctrine is to have any meaning, it must be

enforced, and equally clearly, the enforcement will be done by the

government. Although the FCC and the courts have consistently cited

the prohibition in the 1934 Act against censorship, the fact is that

it is the government that is ultimately the arbiter of what we see and

hear on controversial issues under the approach of the Fairness Doctrine,

for the government may require what shall be presented even if it may

not prescribe what shall not be presented. The primary enforcement

mechanism chosen by the FCC for the Fairness Doctrine has been the
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arbitration of complaints. Each complaint that a licensee has not been

fair in his coverage of events is considered against past decisions

and the facts of the case, and either the complaint is rejected or the

licensee is ordered to provide coverage to balance the overall discus-

sion of the issue. As with all case law, cases pass into precedent

and rules evolve as to what the FCC will and will not consider fair.

Old precedents are stretched to fit new circumstances, or new situations

are considered de novo depending on the point of view of the FCC staff

or the Commissioners.51/

It is clear that the FCC intends the past Fairness rulings

to be followed by broadcasters, so the precedents of past decisions

will have the effect of a rule for the broadcasters to follow. In 1964

the Commission issued a digest of past rulings which it stated would be

revised at appropriate intervals to reflect new rulings in the fairness

area in order "to keep the broadcaster and the public informed of perti-

nent Commission determinations on the fairness doctrine, and thus reduce

the number of these cases required to be referred to the Commission for

resolution."52/ The Commission goes on to state that in passing on

complaints brought under the fairness doctrine "the Commission's role

is not to substitute its judgment for that of the licensee as to any of

the above programming decisions, but rather to determine whether the

licensee can be said to have acted reasonably and in good faith."53/

The FCC and the Supreme Court have put great emphasis on

the nature of the enforcement mechanism as avoiding traditional First

Amendment problems associated with government censorship. In fact,

however, the two-fold approach of the Fairness Doctrine, requiring not

only that the discussion of any particular issue be fair, but also that
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there be discussion of controversial issues, 54/ invites complaints

that broadcasters have ignored important issues 55/ and would seem

to require the Commission under its rationale for the Fairness Doctrine

to be prepared to decide when the broadcaster must cover various issues.

The Commission in its enforcement of the Fairness Doctrine not only

must decide what is fair in broadcast journalism, it also must decide

what is sufficiently controversial and of sufficient public importance

that it must be on the agenda of broadcast coverage.56/ Indeed, the

Supreme Court in Red Lion has stated that "if present licensees should

suddenly prove timorous, the Commission is not powerless to insist that

they give adequate and fair attention to public issues."57/

The principal problem in the workability of enforcing the

Fairness Doctrine is the drawing of distinctions. Consider first the

enforcement of fairness once an issue is conceded to be controversial

and of public importance and is to be covered by a licensee. One problem

is the determination of how many sides there are to the issue that should

reasonably be carried as "contrasting points of view." Consider, for

example, the proposed condemnation of land for a new city park. The

broadcaster presents a documentary program reasonably balanced between

the views of the proponents and opponents of the new park. A group of

citizens then complains that there is a third alternative of building

a smaller park in a different location that achieves most of the goals

of the proponents and meets most of the objections of the opponents and

that this alternative unfairly received only passing mention in the

broadcaster's program. Assuming the broadcaster does not wish to pro-

vide any more coverage at this time (or that he does not want to be

forced into it), he rejects the complaint which is taken to the FCC.
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The broadcaster now has several arguments open to him: 58/ He may say

that the "issue" was the construction of the park at any location and

the program was therefore adequately balanced. He may say that the

citizens now complaining are a small minority, and their views are not

sufficiently important or relevant to compel additional coverage. He

may say that the "issue" was the construction of the park at a parti-

cular site and the program was therefore adequately balanced. He may

say that the views of the complaining group do not contrast very strongly

with the "views" stated by various opponents and proponents on the

program so that the issues were adequately covered even though the

particular alternative offered by the group

complainants have obvious counterarguments.

its tests of reasonableness and good faith.

It seems apparent that the FCC could not

wasn't mentioned. The

The FCC must decide, using

adjudicate such a

complaint without delving in rather considerable detail into the parti-

cular facts and circumstances of the case. It would not be surprising

therefore for the FCC to deal with the matter on grounds other than

fairness per se. If it were found that the licensee owned land in the

area of the alternative park site which would lose value if condemned,

the Commission would almost certainly seize on this fact to decide the

case against the licensee.59/ There is no need to go into the details

of such a fairness dispute to realize that (1) it could be argued end-

lessly, there being no objective standard for disposing of the matter

and, (2) no matter how it is disposed of, the Federal government is an

integral part of not only presentation of the issue but the debate

itself. Let us say that the station's arguments are not accepted by

the Commission; then the Commission must somehow measure the reasonableness
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of the broadcasters judgment that the point of view that the park

should be built in the second location deserved only passing mention

rather than full coverage as a contrasting point of view.

Is it implicit in the Fairness Doctrine that all points of

view are entitled to equal time, to equal emphasis? If not (and the

Commission has said not), then should the number of words, the expres-

sions of the reporters, the fraction of the time, or what be taken into

account? Should views be given time and emphasis in accordance with

their merits, the estimated number of their adherents, the respecta-

bility or importance of the organizations backing them, the need for the

audience to be aware of them, their familiarity to the audience, or what?

Studies of network news coverage 60/ on various issues to determine their

balance or fairness have dealt with such indicia as frequency of cover-

age of one point of view or another, use of "positive" adjectives, dur-

ation of coverage given to one or another point of view, use of "stop-

frame" or graphics to focus the viewers' attention, and so forth. Is

it fair to give more time and emphasis to one contrasting point of view

because it is more complex and requires more time to be explained? Or

to give it less time because most viewers won't focus in enough depth

to really understand it?

When the government undertakes to become the arbiter of fair-

ness in the presentation of ideas or other kinds of expression 61/

rather than the remover of barriers to freedom of individual speakers,

it is inevitable that such considerations must come into play, or else

the government's Fairness Doctrine responsibility is a sham to be applied

only on occasion.
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Let us go on for a moment to consider what might happen if

the Commission upheld the complainants in the above example, and the

station provided a report on its evening news show about the arguments

for the second location. The station is then open to another Fairness

Doctrine complaint that the total coverage of the park issue has now

become biased in favor of park construction and that more coverage of

the opposition to ,any new park must receive additional time in order

to leave the matter in overall balance. Assuming the second complaint

is not transparently frivolous, the Commission must reconsider the

matter and arrive at some new balance, reraising all the amorphous

criteria just cited. Or the Commission could hold that the new coverage

was on a "bona fide news program" and therefore exempt from challenge

under the Fairness Doctrine--which would immediately raise the question

of whether a Fairness Doctrine obligation can be met on a bona fide news

program or must be met in other program time that is subject to the

doctrine.

One further aspect of the practicality of the Fairness Doctrine 62/

is its requirement that each station must individually meet the require-

ments of the doctrine. Thus the Commission will not take into account

that another TV station in the same community has provided frequent and

full coverage of a contrasting point of view that was given short treat-

ment by a licensee against whom a complaint has been filed. Nor that

local newspapers, radio stations, and town meetings have dealt on parti-

cular issucs.63/ Thus the argumentation for the Fairness Doctrine that

the public's right to know, to be informed, or to hear are at stake

seems rather inflated. If it were indeed the case that these essential

"rights" were at stake in a particular case, it would seem necessary for
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the Commission to consider whether the licensee's coverage actually

unbalanced the overall availability of various points of view for the

public's consideration.64/ Or if we consider that there is something

inherently different or more powerful about TV so that only TV coverage

were important (at least to a certain and significant class of the

population) then the Commission should measure the Fairness Doctrine

against the totality of TV coverage of the issue in a community.65/

We are forced to conclude that the Fairness Doctrine, both

in its concept and in the workability of its enforcement, is a most

unsatisfactory approach to the regulation of television. It puts the'

Federal government into the editorial process for both local and national

issues as a kind of "editor-of-last-resort." It redefines the First

Amendment in a way that makes the government the paternalistic overseer

of what we should see and hear rather than the protector of competitive

opportunities for free expression. It holds up an illusion of fairness

in the use of television that is based on the a posteriori evaluation

of the content of the debate on issues where agreement on fairness is

hard to obtain; it retards the discussion of a priori conditions of

access where reasonable agreement might be reached. It accepts the

statutory language of the 1927 and 1934 legislation with regard to

common carrier status for broadcast licensees and the subsequent FCC

evolution of license renewal standards was to require the First Amend-

ment to be bent around the legislation rather than vice-versa. It

forces the discussion of controversial issues on TV toward simplified

"packets" and favors those with the power or faddish political influence

to get a favorable FCC ruling. It encourages bureaucratic finesse over

force of argument in debate. And it advances the expectations on the
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part of the individual TV viewer that one or a few "balanced" TV

channels are all he needs to be informed.

Direct Access 

Direct access refers to some prOision for individuals to

gain the use of a TV channel for a limited time to present a message

to the viewing public. This is in contrast to the Fairness Doctrine

where there is no right of access by any individual 66/ but rather a

right on the part of the public to have the licensee inform him ade-

quately with a range of contrasting points of view on controversial

issues of public importance. The most important thing to be said

about direct access is that no one has any such right under today's

system of broadcasting except the licensee during the term of his

license .67/

The history of access to the airwaves has often been recounted./

The most noteworthy aspect is the dramatic shift of national policy in

the enacting of the 1927 Radio Act. From a situation where anyone who

wanted could turn on a radio transmitter and have his say, the Congress

went to the other extreme of allowing only a limited number of licensees

to transmit and declaring at the same time that those licensees were not

to be considered common carriers.69/ Although the history has been

covered elsewhere, it is useful to review selected aspects as an intro-

duction to a discussion of the changes that might be made now that we

have had some fifty years experience with the regulatory structure of

the 1927 Act.

The 1927 Act was passed at a time when totally unrestricted

radio broadcasting 70/ meant that neither the broadcaster nor the public

received much benefit from broadcasting and at a time when the sale of
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advertising time was a minor phenomenon. Clearly it is the nature of

the radio frequency spectrum that not everyone can enjoy unrestricted

use thereof.71/ And the inability to limit radio signals to state (or

national) boundaries makes the Federal government the natural and proba-

bly inevitable place to decide on their use. The licensing authority of

the 1927 Act derived from a series of National Radio Conferences held

between 1922 and 1925 and on the scheme for limiting licenses that was

evolved by Commerce Secretary Hoover under the 1912 statute that required

a license to operate a radio transmitter. It seems likely that the

emphasis on the service aspects of radio broadcasting embodied in the

"public interest" standard of the 1927 Act were in reaction to the lack

of service and the absence of any public interest being served by the

chaos of 1926-27.

While the rationale for the limited number of licenses that

may be granted is obvious, the choice of the process for deciding who

would get to use the communications channels does not necessarily follow.

Many economists point out, for example, that the initial assignments of

operating rights could have been done at auction (as was done with

mineral and forestry rights for example) and the ownership of the oper-

ating rights left to normal private market mechanisms.72/ That this was

not the course chosen by the Congress in a crisis atmosphere in dealing

with a new technology is understandable, and is certainly in any event

behind us for the foreseeable future.

What is more relevant is the decision of the Congress to not

make the licensees common carriers. The Senate Committee on Interstate

Commerce, preparing what was to be the 1927 Radio Act, initially reported

to the Senate a bill with the provision that any licensee permitting his
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public...shall make no discrimination as to the use of such broadcasting

station, and with respect to such matters the licensee shall be deemed

a common carrier in interstate commerce."73/ The argument made on the

Senate floor for rejecting this approach 74/ was rather vague, citing

the voluntary (and perhaps even eleemosynary) nature of broadcasting,

its availability to the listener free of charge, and its purpose for

the broadcaster of "building up his reputation."75/ It is unclear just

how this rendered it "unwise to put the broadcaster under the hampering

control of being a common carrier and compelled to accept anything and

everything that was offered him so long as the price was paid."76/

Certainly the reasoning could not have foreseen the pervasive use of

commercial advertisements to turn the "voluntary" broadcasting service

into a most profitable use of the airwaves. One can only speculate

about the lobbying efforts of the broadcasters who feared that common

carrier status might entail regulation of advertising rates.77/ The

common carrier provision failed on the Senate floor, 78/ and the stage

was set for the FCC's evolution of the Fairness Doctrine out of the twin

statutory concepts of the licensee's responsibility to serve the public

interest and the denial of common carrier status as a regulatory alterna-

tive.

Two things stand out from this brief and selective history of

the debate over common carrier status for broadcasters. First, the

choice was statutory and not constitutional.79/ Second, the choice was

made before television existed 80/ and before the broadcast medium had

developed.its present character of profitable commercial advertising,

national network programming, and serious journalistic purpose. We are
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free then to reconsider the statutory appropriateness of the various

alternative ways access might be provided to television.

There are today four types of access to television: (1)

time purchased for commercial advertisements; (2) time purchased or

given for political campaigns under Section 315(a) of the Communications

Act; (3) persons invited to appear on television programs or covered in

news programs; and (4) program time purchased from the station and/or

programs given or sold to the station. Different policy considerations

apply to each because of their nature and because of viewing expectations

Time purchased from the station for the presentation of commer-

cial advertisements is the closest thing we have to a free market in the

use of television. Each TV station retains, however, the right to

decide which advertisements it will or will not carry and the right to

schedule the time at which the advertisements will be shown. Indeed,

under the current public trustee concept of the licensee the broadcaster

must exercise discretion over and accept responsibility for all of his

programming time including commercials.81/ As a practical matter, most

broadcasters will accept any commercial advertisement for a product or

service that is in good taste and will not give cause for a complaint

to the FCC on grounds of obscenity or the Fairness Doctrine.82/ In

general, the FCC and the Courts have maintained that the congressional

intent in disallowing common carrier status was to permit broadcasting

licensees a wide degree of journalistic freedom.83/ Thus, just as the

editor of a newspaper or magazine may decide what articles and advertise-

ments he will carry, so may a broadcast licensee--subject of course to

the constant oversight of the FCC under the Fairness Doctrine.84/ Thus

the broadcaster may be a "journalistic 'free agent," but must present
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issues "fairly and impartially informing the listening and viewing

public;" and the FCC must be the "ultimate arbiter and guardian of the

public interest" and must "oversee without censoring."85/

The courts have held that newpapers may refuse to carry

advertisements, 86/ the Supreme Court held that under the Communications

Act broadcasters may adopt a general policy of not selling advertising

time to individuals or groups to speak out on issues they consider

important. The latter case is both interesting and important. The FCC

had ruled that under the Communications Act a broadcaster may not be

required to sell advertising time to individuals or groups to comment

on public issues.87/ The D.C. Court of Appeals reversed to FCC and

held that a "flat ban on paid public issue announcements is in violation

of the First Amendment, at least when other sorts of paid announcements

are accepted." 88/ The court went on to state that a broadcaster's

policy of carrying commercial advertisements, but not paid messages on

controversial issues, was constitutionally discriminatory. The Court

of Appeals also found that broadcasters, as licensees and public trustees,

were instrumentalities of the government for purposes of the First Amend-

ment and therefore had no right to discriminate in the sale of adver-

tising time.89/

The Supreme Court reversed the Court of Appeals, and its

reasoning in doing so is important. The Court was divided on the issue

and in such a way that makes analysis rather complicated. It is perhaps

sufficient for our purposes here to say that the Court rejected (or at

least did not decide) the question of whether the licensee was a govern-

ment agent for First Amendment purposes. Instead the Court ruled that

the FCC was correct in its interpretation of the Communications Act;



that indeed the Congress had not intended the Communications Act to

require broadcasters to sell time to any and all who wished to purchase

it. The Court did not find that broadcasters had a constitutional

protection from a determination by the Commission or the Congress

that the public interest required them to sell some time for expression, 90/

and as in Red Lion the Court did not deny that the Congress might change

the prohibition on common carrier status for broadcasters.91/



NOTES TO TEXT

1/ More channels could be assigned for TV broadcasting, but there are

strong competing uses for those frequencies for two-way radio,

mobile telephones, microwave relays, satellite communications,

navigation, etc. Each TV channel takes up the frequency space of

about 2000 voice channels and covers a very large geographical area

within which each voice channel might be used several times over,

so that the reassignment of frequencies to create even a few new

TV channels (say channels 85-99) would require massive dislocations

of radio communications.

2/ The FCC's table of TV assignments, designating what channels can be

used in what communities, was drawn up in 1952. Recent studies

suggest that as many as 100 new stations might be authorized around

the country in VHF channels 2-13. See " ,

U.S. Office of Telecommunications Policy, May 1974. Similar expansions

in UHF channels, 14-84, are also possible. Moreover, if the power

and studio equipment requirements placed on UHF TV broadcasting

were reduced, even more channels would be possible.

3/ A spot is a video production lasting typically thirty seconds or one

minute. A program typically is produced in multiples of one-half hour

with time out for spots, which of course are usually commercial or

advertisements for upcoming programs. Five and fifteen minute produc-

tions are occasionally used, especially during political campaigns.

4/ The Communications Act of 1934.

5/ The FCC in making its license renewal decisions every three years has

evolved a considerable and complex body of requirements for the broad-

caster's overall programming as a test of whether he has met the



5/ (continued) statutory "public interest, convenience, and necessity"

test for renewal of his license to broadcast. Some of these FCC-imposed

requirements do require the broadcaster to provide access to his

station in certain circumstances, such as the Fairness Doctrine to

be discussed later. Also, the Congress has imposed requirements that

the broadcaster must sell time to all political candidates or give

them free time on an equal-time basis.

6/ Include data on investment, sales price, revenues, and profits.

7/ It might be said that the broadcaster sells his programming fare to

the audience indirectly through the prices they pay for the

advertised on TV; or it might be said that he sells

station. But neither of these explanations account

or economic imperatives of the TV business. Prices

are the same to those who watch TV as for those who

time on

for the

goods

his

incentives

for consumer goods

don't; and TV

viewing is free to those who buy the products heavily advertised on

TV as well as to those who don't. Moreover, the price of a minute

on a TV station is usually calculated in "cost per thousand" viewers

in the audience rather than simply cost per minute; the price of a

minute may vary considerably with the time of day, the day of the

week, and the show's ratings; the cost to an advertiser of a minute

during a popular prime-time nationwide network entertainment show

will be considerably more than a minute during a Sunday afternoon

show on public affairs. And although a broadcaster is licensed to

serve a "community," the language of TV geography is always "markets"

except when applying for license renewal.



8/ Most broadcasters put on occasional special shows of particular local

interest, or in the case of the networks, shows of particular national

interest, that may be exceptionally costly to produce or may not

attract a large audience. It is safe to say, however, that most such

examples are calculated to attract overall attention to the station

or network to keep viewers favorably disposed toward watching that

channel or to keep the Federal government placated so there will be

no trouble getting the license renewed.

9/ Of course, the lack of controversial material may be an even greater

disservice to the public interest. While most complaints about TV

deal with controversy, most serious challenges to the broadcaster's

license renewal have been over the failure to present controversial

material that some group believes important for the community to

have the opportunity to see and hear; complaints about the lack of

controversy, then, are in reality complaints about the broadcaster's

limitations on access. Also, there may be a fine line between con-

troversy and attention. The wave of sexually-oriented talk shows on

radio in 1973(?) for a while created much more attention and audience

than controversy and complaint. Only when the Chairman of the FCC

"raised his eyebrow" in a speech expressing concern that such programs

were not in the public interest did the broadcasters find the atten-

tion-getting programs dangerously controversial.

10/ There are some problems with this scheme that go beyond the scope

of this paper. For example, this process takes little account of

the intensity of potential viewers' preferences; it provides what

the maximum number of people will watch rather than what they want 

to watch. Thus even though almost everyone might like at some time

to watch a show on how to deal with automobile repair shops, relatively





17/ (continued) advertisers because of the ability to spread costs

over large numbers of viewers. A TV show seen in a relatively smaller

number of cities can attract only a relatively small audience to be

sold to advertisers, and so brings in less total revenue than a similar

program aired nationwide. A network show can be very expensively

produced and yet have a cost per viewer considerably less than that

of a less expensive show seen in only one or a few cities.

18/ I am indebted to Professor Bruce M. Owen of Stanford University for

this terminology.

19/ This is due to the limited number of channels available for broadcast

TV as discussed earlier.

20/ Include data; See Rolla E. Park,

21/ As with radio, however, we might expect that the diversity would be

limited to "more of the same" so long as advertising were the sole

form of economic support. This is not to say that more choice of

which sitcom to watch or when to watch the news wouldn't be

worthwhile.

22/ Large corporations, foundations, and the Federal government, however,

have enough money to subsidize the production of programs by public

TV stations for use on the public TV network. It is obvious that

they have considerable say in what they will pay to produce.

23/ See the report of the Cabinet Committee on Cable Communications, 1974,

for a discussion and recommendations on this direction for public

policy toward the development of cable. See also the report of the

Committee for Economic Development entitled "

  " 1975 for a similar discussion from an industry



23/ (continued) point of view. And see  

and  for a discussion of the services cable might

make possible.

24/ The reasons for this opposition are transparent, although it is

interesting to note some of the reasons they stress. Broadcasters

profess to be worried that people will have to pay for what they

now get for free, as though people will pay for what they now already

get for free and as though people don't now pay for TV in each time

they buy an advertised product, with less choice in the matter than

in their purchase of magazines and newspapers. Theater owners stress

the social benefits of getting out of the home and the deterrent

effect of theater lights on crime.

25/ Actually for "sides" of a controversial issue of public importance.

If the issue involved is decided by the FCC to be not of public

importance, or if the "side" of the issue seeking access is deemed

well represented by the station's past programming, there is no access.

Even if the FCC decides more coverage of a particular point of view

is required, the broadcaster may decide who will present that coverage

and may well elect to do so with his own staff.

26/ Even here, the law requires only "equal" time on equal terms; the

station may decide not to allow any candidates for a particular office

to have time and may also decide not to allow any time to be bought

for any campaign use.

27/ Section 3(h) of the Communications Act.

28/ The origin of this section of the Act is unclear. It may well have

been inserted to clarify that in the combining of the 1927 Radio Act

with the common carrier statutes in 1934, the Congress did not intend



28/ (continued) to extend the common carrier type regulation as it

evolved under the ICC into broadcasting. However, it was specifically

considered and rejected. See Robinson P  and

note infra.

29/ FCC Report on Editorializing by Licensees.

30/ Section 315(a) of the Communications Act. The legislative history

of this section of the Act, passed in 1959, indicates that the Congress

in adopting this language was only clarifying that the remainder of

the section (dealing with equal-time requirements and news shows)

was not intended to alter the FCC's evolution under the public interest

standard of the fairness obligation. The FCC from time to time

construes this language as statutory enactment of the Fairness Doctrine.

However, whether the Fairness Doctrine rests on Section 315(a) or on

the more general public interest standard of the Act is immaterial

for purposes of a discussion of access. The history of the evolution

of the Fairness Doctrine by the FCC goes back to 1929 when the Federal

Radio Commission stated that the "public interest requires ample play

for the free and fair competition of opposing views, and the Commission

believes that the principle applies not only to addresses of political

candidates but to discussion of issues of importance to the public."

1929 FRC Annual Report 33. In 1940 the FCC banned broadcast editorials

on the assumption that this would aid the presentation "of all sides

of important public questions, fairly, objectively and without bias."

8 FCC 333 (1940). This was reversed by the 1949 Report on Editorializing

by Broadcasting Licensees.

31/ In this and in other formulations of the legal issues involved in broad-

casting regulation I am indebted to Glen Robinson's seminal article:

"The FCC and the First Amendment: Observations on 40 Years of Radio



31/ (continued) and Television Regulation," Minnesota Law Review,

Vol. 52, p. 67 (1967).

32/ It is not clear that all of the steps of the Fairness Doctrine's

evolution deserve to be called logic, but the FCC's legal discourse

style seems to suggest that it wants to be thought to be logical

in reaching its conclusions.

33/ Indeed, of most of the FCC's regulation of broadcast programming.

34/ Report on Editorializing by Licensees, 91 PF 204 (1949). Also,

this concept goes back to the conceptual basis for the 1927 Radio

Act. Reacting to the confusion of the situation when anyone could

broadcast on any frequency, with no regulation or coordination, the

Congress saw a dichotomy between the "private" rights of broadcasters

under the old scheme and the "public" interest responsibilities of

those licensed to use the frequencies owned by the public. Thus,

Congressman White whose 1923 bill served as a major basis for the

1927 Act said (67 Cong. Rec. 5479, March 12, 1926): "We have reached

the definite conclusion that the right of all our people to enjoy

this means of communication can be preserved only by the repudiation

of the idea underlying the 1912 law that anyone who will, may transmit

and by the assertion in its stead of the doctrine that the right of

the public to service is superior to the right of any individual to

use the other...."

35/ 395 U.S. 390 (1968). We need not address here the broader question

of FCC regulation of broadcast programming and the constitutional

issues surrounding such regulation. Only a fundamental revision of

the broadcasting licensing structure to deny the government the

authority to take away a license (except perhaps for criminal use)



35/ (continued) would eliminate the need for some governmental oversight

judgement of whether the broadcaster in his programming was serving

the public interest. For a thorough discussion of issues surrounding

FCC program regulation and the First Amendment, see Robinson, supra

note  

36/ Red Lion, 395 U.S. 390.

37/ FCC Report on Editorializing by Licensees, supra at 91:211.

38/ Red Lion, at 390.

39/ John Milton, Areopagitica (1644); Blackstone,  

John Stuart Mill, On Liberty.

40/ With some exceptions in the case of state sponsored media such as

school newspapers or public places. See for example, Barron, Freedom 

of the Press for Whom, pp.   for a discussion of variations on

the traditional First Amendment issues when state action is involved.

41/ As indeed the Communication Act states it may not, Section 

42/ Teapot Dome, etc.

43/ This concept that not everyone could broadcast because of the frequency

limitations sounds strange today when the cost of setting up and

operating a TV station (or even a standard radio broadcast station)

is so large. But in the 1920's many of the broadcasters had homemade trans-

mitters and stations that cost a few hundred dollars or less and many

people broadcast just for the fun of it. Today, a decent quality AM

or FM radio transmitter powerful enough to cover a small community

would cost no more than a thousand dollars and could be programmed

with several hundred dollars worth of tape equipment. Amateur radio

operators are putting on their own TV shows on the air in the UHF amateur

band with equipment that costs no more than a few thousand dollars. And



43/ (continued) of course the rapid growth of Citizen's Band radio which

the FCC originally sought to license only for limited two-way communica-

tion has become in some communities a party-line that borders on

"broadcasting"; and its use on highways is hardlymore than "everyone"

broadcasting to a "community" several miles long that moves along the

road at something more than the speed limit. The idea that "not every

one can broadcast" is true mainly because the FCC has structured the

use of radio frequencies and requirements on licenses so that is so.

The technology and the frequencies do not inherently make it so.

44/ Report on Editorializing by Licensees, 91 PF 211.

45/ Red Lion Broadcasting, Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 390 (1969), emphasis added.

46/ If indeed the nature of electronic communications technology means

that we have no other recourse, then we can simply accept this new

interpretation of the First Amendment and turn our attention to the

design of government processes that make the best of the situation.

Indeed that seems to be what the Supreme Court has done in Red Lion 

and Democratic National Committee v. CBS. It remains to be seen,

however, to what extent we truly have no other recourse and whether

the Supreme Court has not been a victim of a lack of analysis of

alternatives to the legislation of 1927 and 1934 and the FCC's inter-

pretation thereof.

47/ The personal attack rules require, however, that if a person is

personally attacked on a TV station, then the station must notify

the person of the attack and offer comparable time for reply. See

Cullman and see Robinson, supra.

48/ The FCC has avowedly favored programs designed to serve racial

minorities, religious institutions, farmers, and children. It has

not done so for women, old people, atheists, deaf people, or shop keepers.



49/ Even the opportunity for review by the courts can limit this effect

only so much. The discretion the courts have allowed the FCC in

applying the public interest standard and in enforcing the Fairness

Doctrine show that the FCC will be limited only in the case of flagrant

abuse of its own procedures.

50/ This phrase, which defenders of the media often apply indiscriminately

to any and every limitation on their actions originated in  

In spite of its overuse, it remains a valid consideration in any nation

that values free expression.

51/ Thus we find the FCC declaring cigarette advertising subject to the

Fairness Doctrine, and then straining to avoid applying the precedent

to other product commercials.

52/ Applicability of the Fairness Doctrine in the Handling of Controversial

Issues of Public Importance, FCC 64-611, July 6, 1964.

53/ Ibid.

54/ At least of "representative" controversial issues.

55/ e.g. There have been such complaints in the case of  

And broadcasters have for the most part ignored coverage of their own

industry--certainly a "controversial issue of public importance."

56/ To be sure, the theory of the Fairness Doctrine approach is the other

way around. That is, the Commission is set up to decide when the

broadcaster has been unfair and when he has failed to cover an important

issue. But while we certainly can be convinced to feel more comfortable

with this formulation than that just given in the text, for reasons

discussed above and below, it appears to be a distinction without a

difference.

57/ Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 393 (1969).



58/ His first argument is probably that the issue is not of public

importance, but we are assuming here, that has already been acknowledged.

59/ Indeed, one of the valid and important stated purposes of the Fairness

Doctrine is to ameliorate the possibilities for a licensee to use his

position of control over one of the few channels in a community to

promote his own private interests by excluding certain information

from his channel. This is not to say that the Fairness Doctrine is

the required or preferable way of dealing with this problem.

60/ Which is exempt from the Fairness Doctrine by virtue of the Commission's

rule excluding "bona fide newscasts."

61/ And recall the dicta (or could it become a holding?) in the Supreme

Court's decision on Red Lion that it is not just political matters,

but "the right of the public to receive suitable access to social,

political, esthetic, moral, and other ideas and experiences which is

crucial here." 395 U.S. 390.

62/ Especially in relation to the lofty rhetoric developed for its support

by the Commission and the Courts.

63/ Except perhaps in trying to determine whether the broadcaster's chosen

scope of the issue was or was not unreasonably narrowed or widened.

64/ In a community with only one newspaper and one TV station, for example,

how would the public right to be informed be balanced best if the

newspaper presented only one side of the controversial issue?

65/ If we were then treated to the argument that many people watch only

or predominately one favored channel and true fairness can be obtained

only by channel by channel fairness, we would have to acknowledge

that the First Amendment was somehow secondary to the energy required

to change channels.



66/ Except in the case of personal attack. See note  

67/ The licensee's right of access is of course a responsibility as

much as a right under the public trustee concept of the licensee's

status.

68/ See, e.g., Barnouw, A History of Broadcasting in the United States,

Volume I, A Tower in Babel, Oxford University Press, 1966.

69/ See appropriate legislative history, . See also the

decision of the Supreme Court in CBS v. Democratic Committee 

U.S. (1973).

70/ Provoked by a decision on the unconstitutionality of then Secretary

of Commerce Herbert Hoover's limitation on licenses.

71/ Even in rather simple uses such as radio and television broadcasting,

specifications of frequencies and power levels is necessary to avoid

interference that otherwise might render much of the broadcasting

useless; careful specification of signal characteristics is even

more critical where the spectrum is used for satellite transmission

or for navigation.

72/ The usual counter-argument is that this would leave broadcasting only

to the rich, but in fact as amateur operations over the years have

shown, there were for several decades many frequencies that were unused

and could have been claimed by a simple first come, first served

licensing process (with perhaps a proviso that the frequencies must

actually be used to prevent hoarding). This latter process is not

unlike the way the FCC has in fact assigned new frequencies as

technology developed to permit their use. See e.g., The Radio Spectrum:

Its Use and Regulation, proceedings of a conference sponsored by the

Brookings Institution and Resources for the Future, 1968.

73/ 67 Congressional Record (1926), cited in CBS v. DNC.



74/ And limiting the provision of reply opportunities to candidates for

public office.

75/ Ibid.

76/ Ibid. Note: read the full text before leaving this stand!

77/ This can be only speculative since it is unlikely that the press

reported any of this if it did exist. Moreover, in 1926 advertising

did not have anywhere near the importance or pervasiveness it now

has, and it is not entirely fair to presume that the broadcasters

intervened on this point, even though it would not seem to have been

surprising in view of the efforts of the bigger commercial broadcasters

in seeking the regulation of licenses over the 1920's that favored

their commercial position.

78/ And failed again in modified form in re-enacting the 1927 Act into

the 1934 Communications Act.

79/ See Red Lion, 395 U.S. 389. ...as far as the First Amendment is

concerned those who are licensed stand no better than those to whom

licenses are refused. A license permits broadcasting, but the

licensee has no constitutional right to be the one who holds the

license or to monopolize a radio frequency to the exclusion of his

fellow citizens. There is nothing in the First Amendment which

prevents the Government from requiring a licensee to share his

frequency with others and to conduct himself as a proxy or fiduciary

with obligations to present those views and voices which are repre-

sentative of his community and which would otherwise, by necessity,

be barred from the airwaves."

80/ All-electronic television was invented by Philo T. Farnsworth in 1927.

81/ See  



82/ The FCC has held that commercial advertisements are subject to the

Fairness Doctrine only to the extent that they contain explicit

reference to a controversial issue under the meaning of the Fairness

Doctrine. This was in the wake of the Commission's decision that

cigarette advertising should be balanced under the Fairness Doctrine

by anti-smoking public service announcements when it was suggested

that other product advertising raised politically controversial

issues (e.g., gasoline and air pollution, toothpaste and flouridation,

detergents and water pollution). The congressional action to outlaw

cigarette advertising on TV provided the FCC the excuse it needed

to exempt product advertising generally from the Fairness Doctrine.

83/ See CBS v. DNC, 27 RR 2d 917.

84/ And subject to Section 315(a) for candidates for public office and

(?) political parties.

85/ CBS v. DNC, 27 RR 2d 922.

86/ See gi_j..alp_.1C1.othi.ChicaoJointBoard,Amalan (ers v.chicao

Tribune Co., 307 F. Supp. 422 (N.D. 111, 1969); affirmed 435 F.

2d 470 (2d Cir. 1970); cert. don. 402 U.S. 973 (1971) and in CBS V. 

DNC (27 RR 2d 909 (1971).

87/ 25 FCC 2d 216, 242.

88/ 450 F 2d 646.

89/ 450 F 2d 652.

90/ Although the FCC is very unlikely to reverse 50 years of precedent.

91/ "Conceivably at some future date Congress or the Commission--or the

broadcasters--may devise some kind of limited right of access that

is both practicable and desirable." CBS v. DNC, 27 RR 2d 930.

"Because of the scarcity of radio frequencies, the Government is

permitted to put restraints on licensees in favor of others whose



91/ (continued) views should be expressed on this unique medium."

"...the First Amendment confers no right on licensees to prevent

others from broadcasting on 'their' frequencies and no right to an

unconditional monopoly of a scarce resource which the Government

has denied others the right to use." Red Lion, 395 U.S. 390, 391.


